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I. Minority Groups

A. Joy in Living
A program designed to encourage and disciple ladies in the faith.  Topical lessons and in-depth Bible 
studies are taught by mature women who love the lord.  This fifteen-minute program airs at the 
following times:
 Host: Mrs. Mina Oglesby/Dr. Beka Horton

Saturday 2:30 a.m. -2:45 a.m.
Sunday 11:30 p.m. – 11:45 p.m.

B. Joy in the Morning   
A hosted broadcast with inspirational music and timely comments to help families face each new 
day.  Joy in the Morning airs at the following time:
    Host: Miss Rhonda Autrey
   Monday-Friday 7:05 a.m.-9:00 a.m.

II. The Family
  

A. Family Prayer Time
A time set aside to encourage listeners to pray for various aspects of life each day.  The host shares a 
thought and then leads the listeners in prayer about a particular subject.  Many listeners are able to take a 
part through prayer and receive a blessing by developing a stronger prayer life.  Family Prayer Time airs 
at the following time:
    Host: Dr. Dan Rushing
    Monday-Friday 1:05 p.m.-1:15 p.m.

8:30 p.m.-8:40 p.m.

B. Drive Time
A hosted broadcast with delightful inspirational music and timely comments to help families as they 
return home in the evenings.  Drive Time airs at the following time:
    Host: Mr. John Collier
    Monday-Friday 4:00 p.m.-6:00 p.m.

C. Adventures in Odyssey
A children’s program featuring stories illustrating Biblical principles.  Adventures in Odyssey airs at the 
following time:
    Monday - Friday 7:15 p.m. – 7:45 p.m.
    Saturday 3:15 a.m. – 3:45 a.m.

9:00 a.m. – 9:30 a.m.
7:00 p.m. – 7:30 p.m.



D. Lamplighter Theater
This children’s program offers life-transforming character-building stories adapted from rare literary 
treasures that are founded on biblical truth.
    Saturday 8:00 a.m. -8:30 a.m.

8:00 p.m. – 8:30 p.m.

F. Family Health Checkup
A daily one-minute radio program focused on sorting through the noise of the world’s advice, 
and provide valuable, upbeat insights on nutrition, fitness, seasonal health, safety, money-saving 
tips, kids’ health and much more from a Christian perspective!

Host Doug Chamberlain
Monday-Friday 7:30 – 7:31 a.m.

4:15 – 4:16 p.m.

Date Issues
4/1 Healthy Oils and Fats
4/2 Healthy Eating Routine
4/5 When Illness Interrupts Your Life
4/6 Muscle Cramps and Nutrition
4/7 Kitchen Gadgets and Good Health
4/8 Volunteerism and Good Health
4/9 Forgiveness
4/12 Cutting Starches From Your Diet
4/13 Healthy Baby Food
4/14 Boosting Your Immune System
4/15 Benefits of a Vegetable Garden
4/16 Be Prepared for Severe Weather
4/19 Is Your Body Telling You Something?
4/20 Safety Tips for Outside Play
4/21 Chemical Free Gardening
4/22 A Healthy Dose of Laughter
4/23 Going With the Grain
4/26 Healthy Seasonal Foods
4/27 The Amazing Tomato
4/28 Caring For Your Skin
4/29 Antioxidants and Your Health
4/30 Family Health History
5/3 Technology and Your Health
5/4 Healthy House
5/5 Basic First Aid
5/6 Water Free Hydration
5/7 Backyard Camping
5/10 To Wash or Not to Wash
5/11 Health Benefits of a Summer Reading List
5/12 Fast Food Fixation
5/13 Getting Fit on a Budget
5/14 Water Safety Tips
5/17 Is Nutrition Advice Confusing?
5/18 The Importance of Daily Sunlight
5/19 Reduce Stress Naturally



5/20 Hydrate for Health
5/21 Family Picnic Time
5/24 Can’t Fall Asleep
5/25 How to Treat a Bee Sting
5/26 Healthy Eating on the Go
5/27 Toothbrush Health
5/28 Beating Those Soda Cravings
5/31 Safety for Cyclists
6/1 Health Screening Tests
6/2 Summer Gardening
6/3 Probiotics and Prebiotics
6/4 The Importance of Food Labels
6/7 Financial Health Checkup
6/8 Ergonomics in Daily Life
6/9 Healthy Running
6/10 Spice Up Your Life
6/11 What You Should Know about Food Additives
6/14 Eating Health Is Simple
6/15 Pushing the Reset Button on Your Summer
6/16 Health Benefits of Oranges
6/17 Salads are Healthy, Right?
6/18 Germs and Your Phone
6/21 Benefits of Oatmeal
6/22 Healthy Habits – Part 1
6/23 Healthy Habits – Part 2
6/24 Protecting Yourself From the Sun’s Rays
6/25 Grilling Summer Fruits and Veggies
6/28 Fun and Healthy Summer Activities
6/29 Berry Good Health
6/30 The Perils of Late Night Snacking

G. Focus on the Family Minute
The Focus on the Family Minute is a daily 60-second "nugget of truth" taken from the daily 30-minute Focus on the Family 
radio broadcast. Hosted by John Fuller, the "Focus on the Family Minute" features the very best of “Focus on the Family” tips 
for building strong families.  Focus on the Family Minute airs at the following time: 

Monday-Friday 8:15 – 8:16 a.m.
4:30 – 4:31 p.m.
11:45 – 11:46 p.m.

Saturday 11:30 – 11:31 a.m.

Date Subject Issues
4/1 Celebrate Yourself Becky Kiser suggests a way to celebrate yourself on your 

birthday.  
4/2 News Flash Lee Strobel describes how he concluded that it would take 

more faith to be an atheist than to become a Christian.
4/3 News Flash Lee Strobel describes how he concluded that it would take 

more faith to be an atheist than to become a Christian.
4/3 News Flash Lee Strobel describes how he concluded that it would take 

more faith to be an atheist than to become a Christian.
4/5 They All Work Together Dr. Mike Bechtie explains the team approach to evangelism.  
4/6 At Her Point of Need Dr. Mike Bechtie reflects on how Jesus made Himself known.



4/7 Humility in Marriage Ron Deal describes how humility can help smooth the path of 
your relationship (Original air date October 28, 2015)

4/8 Marriage and Parenting in 
a Stepfamily

Ron Deal explains one of the unexpected challenges that 
occur when people remarry and form a new stepfamily.  
(Original air date October 29, 2015)

4/9 Taming the Monster Becky Koptzke describes how to tame the “monster” by first 
realizing your kids are not the enemy.

4/10 Taming the Monster Becky Koptzke describes how to tame the “monster” by first 
realizing your kids are not the enemy.

4/12 This Beautiful Gift of 
Marriage

Patrick Schwenk describes how your marriage is a witness for 
God to the world (Previous Air Date October 27, 2017)

4/13 The Last Will Be First Jason Hague describes how as the father of a boy with special 
needs, he holds onto the promises of God.

4/14 No Unwholesome Talk Jodie Berndt suggests a simple way for you to start praying 
for your child.

4/15 Six Weeks Without a 
Fridge

Jodie Berndt remembers living without a refrigerator for six 
weeks and how grateful she realized she was for having one.

4/16 A Simple Triangle Dr. David Gudgel explains the key to a solid, thriving 
relationship.

4/17 A Simple Triangle Dr. David Gudgel explains the key to a solid, thriving 
relationship.

4/19 Your Full Attention Dr. Gary Chapman describes a conversation with a mother 
whose daughter wanted her full attention.

4/20 Pathways Arlene Pellicane explains how your child’s brain needs to 
develop healthy pathways.

4/21 Be His Friend Patricia Ashley shares how she felt disconnected from her 
husband, but then noticed how much time he spent with their 
daughter.

4/22 Compliment Him Patricia Ashley offers insight about the power of encouraging 
words in marriage.

4/23 He Will Comfort You Stephen Arterburn offers words of comfort to those going 
through difficult times.

4/24 He Will Comfort You Stephen Arterburn offers words of comfort to those going 
through difficult times.

4/26 It’s About the Feelings Dr. Michael Smalley offers a wise tip to men to help you 
better relate to your wives and daughters,

4/27 He Empathized Dr. Greg Smalley describes empathy and how Jesus 
demonstrated that when Lazarus died

4/28 Renew Your Mind Sarah Smith describes how she prayed Romans 12:2 as she 
walked a difficult road with her elderly mom.

4/29 Live Balanced Kay Wyma suggests examining what you’re putting on your 
calendar so you can live a more balanced life.

4/30 What Clothes Are You 
Wearing Today?

Kay Wyma offers encouragement for those who feel 
overwhelmed

5/1 What Clothes Are You 
Wearing Today?

Kay Wyma offers encouragement for those who feel 
overwhelmed

5/3 Appreciating the 
Differences

Melanie Shankle shares a little about what happened on her 
honeymoon. (Previous air date May 22, 2018)

5/4 At the Expense of Truth Dr. Al Mohler Suggests we cling to God’s truth when we 
engage the culture.

5/5 Surrender the Problem Stephen Arterburn suggests surrender when facing an 



overwhelming situation.
5/6 Yes Without Any Input Kathi Lipp suggests inviting your spouse and God into 

making decisions on schedule commitments
5/7 Comes From the Word Heidi St. John defines the purpose of motherhood as raising 

fully committed disciples of Jesus Christ.
5/8 Comes From the Word Heidi St. John defines the purpose of motherhood as raising 

fully committed disciples of Jesus Christ.
5/10 He Steps into Our Story Jason Johnson describes how we can step into others’ stories 

and help them as Jesus stepped into ours.
5/11 Pausing a Conflict When facing conflict, Pastor Brian Noble suggests we follow 

the example Jesus set by stepping back and pausing.
5/12 You Have Their Back Dr. Kevin Leman explains how a simple remark of praise 

from you can make a world of difference to your child.
5/13 Action, Not Words Dr. Kevin Leman describes how to use action and not words 

to effect change in your child.
5/14 Cherishing Our Imperfect 

Spouse
Gary Thomas suggests that while marriage can be difficult, 
we can still love and cherish our spouse, because God loves 
and cherishes us.

5/15 Cherishing Our Imperfect 
Spouse

Gary Thomas suggests that while marriage can be difficult, 
we can still love and cherish our spouse, because God loves 
and cherishes us.

5/17 All This Extra 
Testosterone

Jeremy Clark offers some insight into why anger sometimes 
takes control of your teen.

5/18 Discernment and 
Compassion

Jerusha Clark explains why its crucial for you to know when 
to push into your teen and when to back off.

5/19 You Aren’t Either Jill Savage describes how her husband’s extramarital affair 
wreaked emotional havoc in her marriage.

5/20 One Foot in the Front of 
the Other

Mark Savage explains how restoring a relationship after 
infidelity is a day-by day process.

5/21 Motivation Versus 
Manipulation

Deborah Pegues describes the difference between motivation 
and manipulation

5/22 Motivation Versus 
Manipulation

Deborah Pegues describes the difference between motivation 
and manipulation

5/24 How Astute Dr. David Stoop suggests improving your communication by 
verbalizing your emotions (Reair: 1/27/17)

5/25 A Gentle Accountability Dr. David Stoop recalls how praying with his wife kept them 
connected even when it was hard to pray.

5/26 Can You Make It 
Morning

Jodi Bainter reflects on a moment with her son, who suffered 
painful trauma and asked her to make it morning in order to 
feel closer to God

5/27 Two Types of Critics Rob Parsons allows us to overhear conversations with his 
grandchildren about difficult people in our lives.

5/28 Make Music From What 
Remains

Rob Parsons shares an encouraging story of the great violinist 
Itzhak Perlman

5/29 Make Music From What 
Remains

Rob Parsons shares an encouraging story of the great violinist 
Itzhak Perlman

5/31 The Top of the Mountain Chad Williams explains how he saw the downside of success 
as an aspiring Nave SEAL

6/1 Like Decaf Chad Williams describes finding true fulfillment and 
completeness in Christ.

6/2 A Different Story Greta Eskridge reminds you that as a parent, you need to pull 



your teen into you, even if they push away.
6/3 The Blessing of Giving Dr. Kathy Koch: Kay Wyma offers insight on how kids can 

conquer boredom when they know their strengths.
6/4 It Says an Adult Pastor Ted Cunningham reminds you that when you parent 

with the end in mind, you’ll do a better job preparing your 
child for adulthood.

6/5 It Says an Adult Pastor Ted Cunningham reminds you that when you parent 
with the end in mind, you’ll do a better job preparing your 
child for adulthood.

6/7 Hard Work Isn’t Enough Brandon Miller inspires you to discover your child’s gifts and 
talents.

6/8 The Root of Addiction Dr. Gregory Jantz explains how receiving God’s forgiveness 
can heal you from patterns of addiction.

6/9 Praying for the Struggling 
Person

Dr. Gregory Jantz encourages you to pray for someone who’s 
far from God, even when it seems dark.

6/10 How Do We Keep Them 
Out

Fawn Weaver discusses the importance of making your 
marriage a safe place in today’s world (Original Air Date: 
November 14, 2016)

6/11 What God Knew about 
You

Claire Culwell explains how God already knew about our 
deepest pain before it happened, and how He still has a plan 
for your life.

6/12 What God Knew about 
You

Claire Culwell explains how God already knew about our 
deepest pain before it happened, and how He still has a plan 
for your life.

6/14 On the Dotted Line Greg Kouki explains how effective evangelism is like 
gardening.

6/15 Important Attraction Debra Fileta discusses why physical attraction is not the most 
important thing in a romantic relationship.

6/16 Sharing Our Secrets Debra Fileta shares how a moment of vulnerability 
revolutionized the relationship with her husband.

6/17 What Do You Believe 
About Me, Dad?

Dr. Meg Meeker reveals the question every child is wanting 
to ask his or her father? (Previous air date: May 18, 2017)

6/18 Give Him Your Time Dr. Meg Meeker uncovers the motivations behind your teen’s 
behavior. (Previous air date: May 19, 2017)

6/19 Give Him Your Time Dr. Meg Meeker uncovers the motivations behind your teen’s 
behavior. (Previous air date: May 19, 2017)

6/21 Keeping Her Son Sarah Hammitt shares how she chose to keep her son after 
receiving a life-threatening diagnosis.

6/22 Trading Career for Family Matt Hammitt describes how he felt when he chose to leave 
his band Sanctus Real to spend more time with his family.

6/23 A Tip for Imperfect 
Moms

Shontell Brewer explains how to find your identity in Christ 
as a mom and a wife.

6/24 Be a Contagious Christian Ellie Lofaro reminds us of the importance of sharing our faith 
with our non-Christian friends.

6/25 Laugh at the Days to 
Come

Author Ellie Lofaro describes how putting our confidence in 
God helps us to live fearless lives.

6/26 Laugh at the Days to 
Come

Author Ellie Lofaro describes how putting our confidence in 
God helps us to live fearless lives.

6/28 Help My Unbelief Danika Cooley explains how to trust God with your kids, 
even when it feels challenging.

6/29 God Showed Up Kathi Lipp comments on how God strengthened her after a 



painful divorce.
6/30 Finding God at Daytona NASCAR legend Darrell Waltrip on how a bad accident 

challenged him to turn to God.

H. Freedom’s Call
Freedom’s Call, is a daily sixty second program where Mat Staver give information about current issues regarding religious 
liberty, the sanctity of human life, and the family.  Freedom’s Call airs at the following time: 

Monday-Friday 8:30 a.m. – 8:31 a.m.
4:45 p.m. – 4:46 p.m.

Date Issues
4/1 His Weapon Against Darkness is Prayer
4/2 He Is Our Hope!
4/5 Church in Maine Continues to Defend Right to Worship
4/6 Romanian Churches Go Back to the Lower Court
4/7 Federal Court Ends Church Restrictions in Nation’s Capital!
4/8 A Dental School Reverses Its So-Called “Vaccine” Policy
4/9 Another State Removes Church Attendance Restrictions
4/12 It’s Been One Years Since the First Pastor Was Arrested
4/13 A Nazi-like Disturbance During Passover Service at a Canadian Church
4/14 California Churches Continue to Fight for Total Freedom
4/15 Medical Professionals Had a Shocking Situation on Their Hands!
4/16 An Early Christmas Present for Fulton County, Indiana!
4/19 We Must Have Election Integrity! 
4/20 This Is a Huge Threat to Religious Freedom 
4/21 Employment Discrimination Charge Against Ministry Is Dismissed!
4/22 A Pastor Who Was Arrested Ignites Revival!
4/23 Arkansas Overrides Governor to Protect Minors!
4/26 School District Reverses Vaccination Policy
4/27 The Continued Fight for Abortion Survivors
4/28 California Churches Want to Quarantine Governor Newsom
4/29 Virginia Church Returns to Appeals Court
4/30 The FDA Has Made Chemical Abortions More Accessible
5/3 Oklahoma Stands for Unborn Children
5/4 Taxpayers Must Now Fund the Trafficking of Baby Body Parts
5/5 States Fight Back Against Vaccine Passports
5/6 Today Is the National Day of Prayer
5/7 We Are Grateful for Mothers
5/10 This Concern Crosses the Political Spectrum
5/11 Indiana’s New Law Acknowledges Churches Are Essential!
5/12 Planned Parenthood Only Commits to ‘Racist’ Lip Service
5/13 Another California Church Case Boomerangs!
5/14 Florida Joins Other States to Protect Women’s Sports
5/17 Biden Omits God and Prayer Service from National Day of Prayer
5/18 Michigan Hospital Reverses “Vaccine” Visitation Policy
5/19 Florida Leads the Way in Freedom
5/20 California Churches Permanently Quarantine Newsome
5/21 Doctors and Nurses Are Threatened with Termination If They Don’t Comply
5/24 California Churches Have Permanently Quarantined the Governor!
5/25 The U.S. Supreme Will Hear Abortion Case Challenging Roe vs. Wade!
5/26 Employers Face Liability by Requiring COVID Shots
5/27 Texas Has a Big Heartbeat
5/28 We Must Pray for Peace in Israel
5/31 Greater Love Has No One Than This…
6/1 Charges Are Finally Dropped Against Romanian Pastors!
6/2 OSHA Backpedals on Reporting Adverse COVID Shot Reactions
6/3 A New Law Pushes Back Against Big Tech Censorship
6/4 Oregon Now Mandates Vaccine Passports in the State



6/7 Illinois Governor Wants to weasel out of Lawsuit!
6/8 We Must Have Free and Fair Elections
6/9 This Is a Dangerous Threat to Religious Freedom
6/10 Whistleblower Exposes Facebook’s Censorship about COVID Shots
6/11 We Must Fight Back Against Vaccine Passports
6/14 The U.S. Supreme Court Could Change the Landscape for Religious Freedom!
6/15 Victory for California Churches Will Have a Domino Effect!
6/16 Maine Churches Need to Permanently Quarantine the Governor!
6/17 Biden Continues Deadly Pro-Abortion Agenda
6/18 Florida Governor Protects Women’s Sports
6/21 Protecting Unborn Children in Louisiana
6/22 Biden Cancels American Heroes Garden
6/23 We Must Not Render to Caesar That Which Is God’s
6/24 It’s Time to Permanently “Quarantine the Governor of Illinois!
6/25 Most Americans Believe Abortion Should Be Illegal
6/28 Maryland Counseling Ban Case Continues
6/29 Mane’s Governor Needs to Heed the Inevitable
6/30 The Christian Flag Goes to the U.S. Supreme Court

I. Lamplighter Moments
Lamplighter Moments, is a daily two-minute program where Mark Hamby gives practical insights on culture, parenting, teens, 
marriage, education and more.  Lamplighter Moments airs at the following time: 

Monday-Friday 5:15 a.m. – 5:17 a.m.
8:15 p.m. – 8:17 p.m.

Saturday 6:30 a.m. – 6:32 a.m.

Date Issues
4/1 Small Defeats
4/2 The Art of Spear Throwing
4/3 The Art of Spear Throwing
4/5 Jonah and the Cows - I
4/6 Jonah and the Cows - II
4/7 Missing Ring - I
4/8 Missing Ring II
4/9 Still Small Voice
4/10 Still Small Voice
4/12 Eucharisteo
4/13 Love That Grows Cold
4/14 Disconnected Holidays
4/15 Cars for Sale?
4/16 Do You Lead Others for Follow Them?
4/17 Do You Lead Others for Follow Them?
4/19 Too Close for Comfort – I
4/20 Too Close for Comfort - II
4/21 Are you Reading Twaddle To Your Children?
4/22 Cure for Irritability
4/23 Wandering Memories
4/24 Wandering Memories
4/26 Reestablish The Image of God On The EArth
4/27 Be Still, And Know That I Am God
4/28 The War of Words
4/29 Dancing Daughters of Shiloh
4/30 Kingly Preparation-III
5/1 Kingly Preparation-III
5/3 God’s Adversaries
5/4 Kingly Preparation - I
5/5 Hedged Words
5/6 Romans 16 – Part I



5/7 Romans 16 – Part 2
5/8 Romans 16 – Part 2
5/10 Little By Little
5/11 Wherever Two or Three are Gathered…or One
5/12 Promises, Promises
5/13 Six Minutes
5/14 Leaving Behind the Rubbish
5/15 Leaving Behind the Rubbish
5/17 Devastating Delay that Heal Daughters
5/18 Lightening Bugs
5/19 Work: An Eternal Perspective
5/20 Swallowing Pride
5/21 Help Is Just Around the Corner or Over the Hill
5/22 Help Is Just Around the Corner or Over the Hill
5/24 Wild Goose Chase - I
5/25 Wild Goose Chase - II
5/26 Wild Goose Chase - III
5/27 Wild Goose Chase - IV
5/28 Wild Goose Chase - V
5/29 Wild Goose Chase - V
5/31 Shouts of Joy or Miserable Silence
6/1 Passionately Pliable
6/2 Anger and Humility
6/3 Unexpected Redemption
6/4 Sorrowful Curse
6/5 Sorrowful Curse
6/7 Strength for Today; Bright Hope for Tomorrow
6/8 The Unfairness Doctrine
6/9 Visionary Leadership
6/10 Quit Ye Like Men
6/11 Let God’s Creatures Be The Teachers
6/12 Let God’s Creatures Be The Teachers
6/14 Anointed With Oil - I
6/15 Anointed With Oil - II
6/16 Anointed With Oil - III
6/17 Ignorance, Innocence, and Inevitable Consequences
6/18 In Due Time
6/19 In Due Time
6/21 Do Hard Things
6/22 Masonry Daughters - I
6/23 Masonry Daughters - II
6/24 Liar, Liar Your Pants Are On Fire - I
6/25 Liar, Liar Your Pants Are On Fire - II
6/26 Liar, Liar Your Pants Are On Fire - II
6/28 The Rest of God - I
6/29 The Rest of God - II
6/30 Overprotective Freedoms

J. Crosstalk
A live one-hour national call-in program, Crosstalk covers the issues that affect our world, our nation, 

our families and the Christian church from a perspective centered in the Word of God. Crosstalk airs 
at the following time:

    Monday-Friday 2:00 p.m. – 2:55 p.m. (April-May_
Monday-Friday 11:05 p.m. – 12:00 p.m. (June)

   Issues covered during this quarter:



Date Issues Speaker(s) Description
4/1 News Roundup & 

Comment
Jim Schneider The News Round-Up came early this week.  Here’s a sample of what Jim presented for listeners:  

–From free glazed donuts to marijuana to arcade tokens–numerous incentives are being offered to 
encourage people to obtain their COVID shots.
–CDC finds mask and indoor dining bans don’t stop the virus, but the media ignores that.
–The director of the CDC appeared to be fighting back tears during a Monday press conference as 
7-day COVID case counts rose among 30 states.  At the same time, Texas Governor Greg Abbott 
was celebrating his state’s drop in COVID since opening businesses up and ditching mask 
mandates 3 weeks ago.
–More than 100 people in Washington State have tested positive for COVID-19  after being fully 
vaccinated.
–A 74 year old Virginia man has rare, horrifying reaction to J&J COVID-19 vaccination.
–Authorities in Munich and Berlin yesterday again suspended use of the AstraZeneca vaccine for 
those under 60.
–Leaders of 23 nations have joined the World Health Organization to endorse a proposed 
international pandemic treaty that would establish rules for information sharing and universal and 
equitable access to vaccines, medicines and diagnostics.
–Declaring he’s now free to express his opinion, the former director of the CDC under President 
Trump said in an interview he believes the virus that causes COVID-19 escaped from a lab in 
Wuhan, China.
–A White House official announced Wednesday that in honor of Transgender Day of Visibility, 
President Joe Biden would raise a transgender flag at the White House,   making Biden the first 
U.S. president ever to recognize the celebration.
–CNN says there’s no consensus criteria for assigning sex at birth. 
–The widely known shampoo manufacturer, Pantene, is advertising its product in a commercial 
featuring a young boy being raised as a girl by 2 homosexual women. 
–A 3-judge federal appeals court panel has ruled in favor of an evangelical professor who was 
punished by Shawnee State University in Ohio for refusing to address a transgender student by the 
preferred pronoun.
–A Republican lawmaker in Tennessee is pushing for legislation that seeks to prohibit the use of 
textbooks and instructional materials containing LGBTQ+ content from public schools.
–There are 16 LGBTQ and social justice advocacy groups.  They’re putting 4 million dollars 
behind a lobbying and ad campaign to pass the so-called Equality Act.
–Senator Ted Cruz of Texas visited the southern border, paying a visit to one of the at-capacity 
child migrant detention centers.

4/2 Medical Aspects of 
the Crucifixion

Dalton Windsor / 
Dr. Jameso 

Fuzzell

Because of his background as a medical doctor, Jameso Fuzzell was naturally interested in the 
medical aspects of the crucifixion. His in-depth study led him to a greatly-deepened appreciation of 
Christ’s sacrifice on the cross. Dr. Fuzzell considers each aspect of the events leading up to the 
crucifixion as well as the crucifixion itself. He discusses the trials and the accompanying scourging 
and paints a graphic picture of the crown of thorns, the cross, and the agony inflicted upon Christ.
Please be advised Crosstalk is not able to offer copies.  To listen to this online scroll to the 
bottom of the following link:
https://gnpi.org/updates/free-easter-resources-2021?s=true

4/5 Race: God’s Design 
/ Man’s Distortion

Jim Schneider / 
Pastor Curtis 

McMiller

Race and ethnicity seem to be constantly in the news.  However, it seems that the more we talk 
about diversity, critical race theory, Black Lives Matter or white privilege, the more divided we 
become.
Former NBA star Charles Barkley shed light on the controversy when he recently communicated 
that politicians are intentionally fueling the racial divide in order to keep their grasp on money and 
power and that the system’s designed to foster hatred and to scramble the middle class.
Jim framed this issue appropriately by quoting Acts 17:26 which says that God, ‘…hath made of 
one blood all nations of men…’  
Joining Jim to look at current race relations in light of this verse was Pastor Curtis McMiller.  
Pastor McMiller is with Heritage Baptist Church in Kenosha, Wisconsin.  Ordained to the ministry 
in 1997, he started Heritage Baptist in 2001.  A passionate soul winner, he calls upon the body of 
Christ to be the church and is a speaker on Answer the Call, a broadcast which airs Saturday 
evenings locally on WVCY radio.
The program began by looking at some of the actions that are fueling the flames of the racial divide 
in our nation.  They include:
 A Minnesota theater has canceled their production of Cinderella because of too many 

white cast members.
 Sheet music is being condemned as a slap at students of color.  The controversy 

surrounds classical music at Oxford which is said to be too colonial and focuses too much on 
white European music from the slave period.

 Bill Gates supporting the idea that math is racist.  The idea is to fix alleged signs of 
white supremacy in mathematics.

 An audio clip from Pastor Tim Keller who believes that if you have white skin, you’re 
involved in injustice and the Bible affirms that.

The second quarter hour began by shifting to four things that Pastor McMiller believes are 
contributing to the decay of black culture.  These include:  
 The black entertainment industry
 The Democrat Party
 Black liberal preachers
 Black activists
Listeners presented their views as well to round out this edition of Crosstalk.

4/6 Sports and 
Wokeness

Jim Schneider Sports plays a significant role for many in America today.  Unfortunately for some it’s so 
important that it’s become a ‘god’.  This isn’t to say that sports is evil, but keeping it in proper 
perspective is critical.  In fact, the Bible contains illustrations where sports is used to emphasize 
certain points.  These areas include 1 Corinthians 9:24 and 2 Timothy 2:5.  Just as we have halls of 
fame for past players in certain sports, the Bible also notes the great hall of faith in Hebrews 11.  
Then there’s the running, ‘…with patience the race that is set before us…’ as described in Hebrews 

https://gnpi.org/updates/free-easter-resources-2021?s=true
https://biblia.com/bible/kjv1900/Acts%2017.26
https://biblia.com/bible/kjv1900/1%20Cor%209.24
https://biblia.com/bible/kjv1900/2%20Tim%202.5


12, as well as Paul who talked about fighting the good fight.
Jim cited this distinction because today there is a ‘wokeness’ in sports that’s intensifying.  For 
example, you may recall that back in 2001, many were shocked when the Chicago Cubs introduced 
‘gay days’ at games.  By 2019, the exceptions to such so-called celebrations were the Houston 
Astros and the Texas Rangers.
The point is that becoming ‘culturally/politically correct’ has become the new normal when in fact, 
it’s abnormal.  For example, here’s a situation that combines sports with politics:
Last week Georgia came under attack by Major League Baseball for passing voter integrity laws 
deemed by some as voter restriction laws.  They passed a law requiring photo I.D. at the polls.  
Now the voting intolerance of Major League Baseball reached a new level when last Friday they 
issued a statement indicating that the Colorado Rockies were going to host the 2021 All Star 
Game.  
What about the fact that Colorado has a photo I.D. requirement…or that Georgia has requirements 
for photo I.D. for fans picking up tickets at the stadium…or that Delta Airlines requires photo I.D. 
to board one of their flights?
These are just some of the thoughts that Jim enunciated, proving that nothing, including sports, 
seems to be immune to the wokeness phenomenon.

4/7 History of the 
Income Tax

Jim Schneider / 
William J Federer

April 15th is a day that has gone down in notoriety.  On April 15, 1865, President Abraham Lincoln 
died.  He was shot the night before in Ford’s Theatre. On April 15, 1912, the Titanic sank, having 
struck an iceberg the night before. April 15, 1927, was the Great Mississippi Flood where some 15 
inches of rain fell in 18 hours causing the river to break out of its levee system at well over 100 
locations and caused flooding in 10 states.  In 1954, April 15th became the deadline for filing 
income tax returns.  No doubt you’ve heard the familiar quote of Benjamin Franklin who said, 
‘Our new Constitution is now established, everything seems to promise it will be durable; but in 
this world, nothing is certain except death and taxes.’  
We have all come to realize the impact taxes have upon us, but are you aware of the history of the 
Income Tax and how it came about?  What was its purpose?  Is today’s modern system of taxes a 
breach from what was originally intended?
Joining Jim to look at this issue was William Federer.  William is a nationally known speaker, 
historian, best-selling author, and president of Amerisearch, Inc, a publishing company dedicated 
to researching America’s noble heritage.  He’s the speaker on The American Minute daily 
broadcast.  He has authored numerous books including, America’s God and Country Encyclopedia 
of Quotations, Socialism: The Real History From Plato to the Present, Who is the King in 
America: An Overview of 6,000 years of History and Why America is Unique, and a book that’s the 
focus of this broadcast, The Interesting History of Income Tax.
Originally our government paid for things through tariff taxes on imports as well as from excise 
taxes on specific items.  The federal government was not to have a direct tax on citizens.  The idea 
was that if you tax imports making them more expensive, people will want to buy things from 
American factories at less cost.
From there the conversation moved to Abraham Lincoln and the emergency revenue tax which was 
a tax on individuals and their income.  It was used to pay for Union forces during the Civil War.
There was an attempt to tax the rich in 1894.  It went all the way to the Supreme Court and the they 
declared it unconstitutional.
Tariff taxes allowed American industries to improve and they began to produce steel to build 
railroads, steamboats and appliances for farms.  In fact, the standard of living was raised faster than 
at any other period in world history.
This growth caused large amounts of wealth to be amassed by industrialists.  They began to pay for 
the campaigns of politicians, so Theodore Roosevelt tried to limit their power through the 
inheritance tax.
William kept the history coming as he moved on to discussion concerning William Howard Taft 
and his tax on corporate profits, Woodrow Wilson who pushed through an emergency 1% tax on 
the top 1% of the richest in America, the beginning of tax exempt charitable foundations, as well as 
FDR who pushed through the largest tax increase in American history where everyone would pay 
taxes to help smash the Axis powers during WWII.
William has more and you’ll hear it all as he brings another great history lesson to listeners of 
Crosstalk.

4/8 Transformation of a 
Nation

Jim Schneider / 
Alex Newman

On October 11th, 1798 President John Adams directed remarks to the officers of the first Brigade 
of the third Division of the Militia of Massachusetts in which he stated, “Our Constitution was 
made only for a moral and religious people. It is wholly inadequate to the government of any 
other.”
As our morals and religious devotion are in a freefall today, is it any wonder why we are seeing so 
many matters contributing to the collapse of our nation?
Whether it be matters to the integrity of our elections, to the spending and printing of money that is 
completely off the charts, to chaos at our southern border, to extreme environmental action, to the 
education system falling prey to the LGBTQ+ agenda, to the destruction of our nation’s heritage 
and our true history, to anarchy in communities across the nation, to attacks on the 2nd 
Amendment, to our nation’s response to COVID, from shutdowns all the way to vaccination 
passports, there is government overreach and, yes, the deep state. All of these things are a part of 
the transformation of our nation.
Are these all just accidental or coincidental items? Or are they all interconnected for another 
purpose? Alex Newman joined Crosstalk live in the studio to discuss America’s transformation.

4/9 News Roundup & 
Comment

Jim Schneider Here’s your weekly information sample from Crosstalk’s News Round-Up broadcast:  
–President Biden issued executive orders in order to form a commission to study reforms to the 
U.S. Supreme Court.
–Prince Philip (Duke of Edinburgh) has died today at the age of 99. 
–President Biden claimed that no amendment to the Constitution is absolute as he pushed back 
against assertions that his gun control executive actions were impinging upon 2nd Amendment 
rights. 
–Video clip from Canadian pastor goes viral as he warns law enforcement officials to leave his 
church.
–Planned Parenthood announced a 2 million dollar English and Spanish ad blitz to promote 
COVID-19 vaccines to at least 1.5 million people on top of campaigns to distribute shots through 
clinics and mobile sites in 5 states.



–Pope Francis calling for global governance and universal vaccines in a letter to the globalist 
financial summit.
–Germany, France, Italy, Spain and other nations have suspended AstraZeneca’s COVID-19 shot 
over concerns that it’s linked to blood clots.  The manufacturer denies any link.
–Consumers in America and around the world are being warned about fake COVID-19 vaccines 
that are being pushed by scammers. 
–The U.S. Department of Health and Human Services has announced that the agency is amending 
an emergency declaration under the Public Readiness and Emergency Preparedness Act, to 
authorize additional medical professionals to administer the experimental COVID-19 vaccine 
being distributed under an emergency use authorization.  
–A dosage mix-up at a Baltimore production facility ruined about 15 million doses of the J&J 
vaccine.
–Texas Governor Greg Abbott announced that he is barring the use of government mandated 
vaccine passports in the lone star state.
–On April 6 the Assembly of the Kenai Peninsula Borough in Alaska began its meeting with a 
Luciferian prayer to Satan.
–Judicial Watch has found that the government is among the purchasers of human fetal tissue.
–Pro-Life advocates are praising a new Utah law that will require biological fathers to pay 
financial support to cover half the cost related to pregnancy.
–On Tuesday, Arkansas became the first state to outlaw gender reassignment surgeries and 
hormone treatments for children under the age of 18. 
–Dr. Jimmy DeYoung presented his thoughts on this Holocaust Remembrance Day

4/12 Israel: A Political 
Look

Jim Schneider / 
David Rubin

Israel, a nation about to celebrate another birthday, is truly a miracle from God in that she even 
exists today.  The enemies of this nation are many.  God promised Abraham I will make of thee a 
great nation and in thee shall all the families of the earth be blessed.  God promised to bless those 
nations that blessed Israel and to curse those nations who cursed Israel.  Certainly, we saw God’s 
promise to Abraham, to Isaac, then to Jacob.  We have regularly covered Israel from a prophetic 
perspective and what the Scriptures teach as to Israel’s past, present and future.  
David Rubin, the former Mayor of Shiloh Israel, is the author of the newly released 
book, Confronting Radicals: What America Can Learn from Israel.  He’s the founder and president 
of Shiloh Israel Children’s Fund, established after he and his then three-year-old son were 
wounded in a terror attack.  
Much was unpacked on this broadcast, beginning with David’s comments concerning  the Iranian 
blackout at its underground atomic facility.  Iran has characterized this event as nuclear terrorism, 
blaming Israel and vowing revenge on them.
David also commented on Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu and the Israeli election situation.  
This included discussion on the building of coalitions and how Israel’s position of president differs 
from that of the American president.
David described the forces that seek to undermine Judeo-Christian society/values, while also 
noting the difference with which Israel treats radicals compared to America.
So while COVID-19 has been topping the secular news, as this program shows, as Christians we 
must not take our eyes off the nation of Israel.  Become informed and hear the latest political and 
military news concerning Israel when you review this edition of Crosstalk

4/13 A Nation in Racial 
Turmoil: Is There 

Hope?

Jim Schneider / 
Pastor Curtis 

McMiller

Tensions continue to build in America based upon skin color.  However it’s very clear from God’s 
Word that such tensions are not His plan and design.  This shows the depravity of man at work.  
That brings up some questions: Is there hope?  What should be the response of the church in such a 
time as this? 
Pastor Curtis McMiller has been the pastor of Heritage Baptist Church in Kenosha, Wisconsin, for 
20 years.  A passionate soul winner, he is speaker on the radio program Answer the Call which airs 
on our local station.  He returned for more commentary that began with his Crosstalk appearance 
on April 5th  when he discussed those variables affecting the black community such as the black 
entertainment industry, the Democrat Party, black liberal preachers and black activists.
This broadcast expanded on that discussion by also looking at the following:
 The shooting of Daunte Wright in Brooklyn Center, Minnesota.
 A ‘tweet’ from Congresswoman Rashida Tlaib who says the shooting of Wright wasn’t 

an accident.
 Is the shooting of Wright more evidence of systemic racism or are there those who are 

exploiting this incident for other purposes?
 Patrisse Cullors, co-founder of Black Lives Matter, is being called out as a fraud for 

purchasing an expensive home in a predominantly white, secluded area of California.
 A school has delayed a vote to adopt an evergreen tree as its mascot because some fear 

that it is racist and reminiscent of lynching.
These are just issues from the first quarter hour that were covered.  There’s much more to hear, 
including the Bible’s answer to the items discussed, as well as input from listeners nationwide.

4/14 Why Evolution is 
Bad Science

Jim Schneider / 
Helmut Weike

The mantra ‘follow the science’ has been tossed at us in relation to items like global climate 
change and the COVID vaccines, but ask yourself this question: Does evolution ‘follow the 
science’?
Joining Jim to look at that question was Helmut Welke.  Helmut is the president of the Quad-City 
Creation Science Association.  He’s a retired engineering manager with a Fortune 100 company 
and holds both bachelor’s and master’s degrees in industrial engineering.  He’s also a member of 
the Creation Research Society and speaker on creation science topics.
Discussion began with the formation of the Quad-City Creation Science Association, his 
background that led to engineering, along with his apologetics studies that led him to study the 
creation/evolution debate for over 40 years.
Helmut believes that the terms ‘evolution’ and ‘science’ are not synonymous.  It’s a case of 
learning the difference between the actual facts of science and what scientists say.  Scientists are 
people with a particular worldview.  So they can look at the facts of science and interpret those 
facts their way.  
Helmut also believes you don’t have to deny science to be a creationist.  As an engineer, he had to 
do science in the real world.  He noted how in that realm you work with scientific facts and learn to 
analyze data.  If that data leads you in a certain way, especially if it contradicts your worldview, 



you have to decide if you’re going to follow the science, even if it’s taking you where you don’t 
want to go.    
The remainder of the broadcast focused on 3 key reasons why evolution is bad science.  They 
include:
 The origin of life
 Genetics
 Fossils
From the first verses of Genesis to fish to dinosaurs, a lot is covered on this program with listeners 
contributing as well.

4/15 A Christian Look at 
Immigration

Jim Schneider / 
Sam Rohrer

Sam Rohrer is the president of American Pastors Network and the Pennsylvania Pastor’s Network.  
He’s also host of ‘Stand in the Gap.’ Sam is a former state representative in the Pennsylvania 
Legislature as he sought to apply biblical principles in all areas of legislation.  He was often 
referred to as the ‘Conscience of the House’ because of his consistent stance for moral truth in 
public policy.
Why is immigration such a hot topic amid the current political climate?  Sam believes it’s only 
because we as a culture and nation have walked away from God’s simple understanding of what 
constitutes a nation, the purpose of government and government leaders (Romans 13).
Sam defined a nation as an area defined by a common language, worldview, and identifiable 
boundaries.  God defined those boundaries so they’ve been with us since the beginning of time.  
God works through nations for the fulfillment of His plan of redemption.  America, on the other 
hand, appears to be walking away from God’s plan expressed in the biblical worldview.  So what 
used to be of no controversy now is controversial. In other words, look at how this nation views 
human sexuality or marriage.  Sam believes boundaries fall into that same category and hence, that 
subject is now controversial as well.
Is there a difference between how a government should respond to immigration compared to how 
the Christian should respond?  Sam referred to what he called the ‘jurisdictional approach.’ What is 
the purpose of government from God’s perspective? It’s to praise those who do well (protect those 
who follow God’s moral law) and to punish those who break God’s moral law and the law of the 
land.  
You may wonder what borders have to do with government.  A government has leaders who have a 
responsibility to protect the lives of its citizens.  So you can’t define ‘citizen’ unless you have 
borders. This means the fundamental purpose of government is to maintain borders.
As ‘the church’ we are to carry the gospel to all people regardless of whether it’s our next door 
neighbor or someone in another nation.  However, as Sam noted, ‘…the church and the individual 
should never be in violation against the purposes that God has established for government which is 
to protect its people and its borders.’    
What is the believers responsibility in all of this?  How should our nation proceed as we navigate 
this contentious issue?  Doesn’t the text at the Statue of Liberty demand open borders? Are 
spiritual and political leaders misapplying Scriptures such as Leviticus 19:34 and the story of the 
Good Samaritan when they try to apply them to the subject of illegal immigration?  
These and other questions are examined, and callers weigh in as well, during this critical edition of 
Crosstalk.

4/16 News Roundup & 
Comment

Dalton Windsor / 
Dr. Jimmy 
DeYoung

Dalton Windsor manned the controls, while sorting through numerous stories that made news 
during this past week.  Here’s a sample of what he presented: 
–Indianapolis police report that a shooting at a Fed-Ex facility left 8 people dead and numerous 
others injured.
–Left-wing Democrats introduce legislation to expand the U.S. Supreme Court from 9 to 13 seats.
–Left-leaning Justice Stephen Breyer says 9 justices are enough.
–House Speaker Nancy Pelosi does not support the effort to expand the Supreme Court.
–A group of House Democrats introduced a resolution to amend the Constitution to abolish the 
electoral college and institute a direct, national popular vote for president and vice president.
–Former Minnesota police officer charged with shooting Daunte Wright has been released from 
jail on a $100,000 bond. 
–Dr. Jimmy DeYoung joined Dalton briefly to talk about (modern) Israel’s 73rd birthday with 
comments on prophecy as well.
Catch the rest, including what listeners had to say, when you listen to this edition of Crosstalk

4/19 Deplatforming 
Genesis

Jim Schneider / 
Ken Ham

In recent years the concept of ‘deplatforming’ conservative thought and presentation has been 
escalating in our ‘cancel culture’ society.  Twitter, Facebook, You Tube, and other forms of social 
media are aggressively involved in this when the views don’t espouse their secular, globalist 
worldview.
Jim noted that what’s even more egregious is the growing number of churches that are 
deplatforming the Bible, specifically Genesis and the organizations that stand behind that book.  So 
while we once had pulpits that proclaimed, ‘Thus saith the Lord,’ more and more are joining the 
chorus of ‘Yea, hath God said?’  
Joining Jim for more on this critical issue was Ken Ham.  Ken is the president, CEO, and founder 
of Answers in Genesis-US, and the highly acclaimed Creation Museum, and the world-renowned 
Ark Encounter.  Ken is one of the most in-demand Christian speakers in North America and is 
author of numerous works.  His Answers with Ken Ham daily feature airs on some 950 radio 
outlets.
Discussion began concerning an incident that involved AIG speaker Dr. Terry Mortenson who was 
speaking at an Arkansas church.  During the first service he explained that issues such as adultery, 
fornication, pornography, homosexuality, and transgenderism are contrary to the commands of 
God, therefore they are sin.
The pastor was upset by this and spoke with Dr. Mortenson after the service and communicated 
that he didn’t want him speaking on those issues, especially those related to LGBT.
Ken followed up by noting that just because someone has a different worldview than those who 
espouse the LGBT lifestyle doesn’t mean they hate them.  We have different worldviews because 
we have different starting points.  If the foundation for your worldview involves a literal Genesis, 
you’ll believe that marriage is one man for one woman, therefore homosexuality and 
transgenderism are sin.
So as not to communicate a spirit of division, Dr. Mortenson did speak at the later service.  He 
continued to espouse a literal Genesis but didn’t mention certain specifics due to what happened.
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The following week the pastor apologized to the church and according to Ken, the apology showed 
the pastor doesn’t believe in a literal Genesis and allows for millions of years.  They deleted Dr. 
Mortenson’s talks from the church website and Facebook so he was effectively deplatformed.
One aspect of the pastor’s apology to his congregation is critical to this discussion.  According to 
Ken the pastor said, ‘…He put man and woman together and He made them one.  They were 
equal.’  Ken believes this points to the problem of the emphasis on equality when God gives men 
and women different roles and he made us differently.
This summarizes the first quarter-hour of the broadcast.  Hear the rest, along with what listeners 
had to say, when you review this edition of Crosstalk

4/20 The Christian and 
Self Defense

Jim Schneider / 
Pastor David 

Brown

The 2nd Amendment of the United States Constitution says, ‘A well regulated militia, being 
necessary to the security of a free state, the right of the people to keep and bear arms shall not be 
infringed.’
Since our 2nd Amendment grants the right to keep and bear arms, is it ever right for a Christian to 
shoot another individual?  What about those that say we just need to ‘love one another?’ In all of 
this, aren’t we just supposed to trust God?  How can one claim to be pro-life and pro-gun at the 
same time? Isn’t that a contradiction of terms? Should a Christian even own a gun?  Does the Bible 
address this issue?
To look at this controversial topic, Crosstalk welcomed Pastor David Brown of the First Baptist 
Church in Oak Creek, Wisconsin.  Pastor Brown has a Masters in Theology and PhD in History, 
specializing in the history of the English Bible. Pastor Brown has recently marked 50 years in 
ministry with 40 of those at his current church.
Pastor Brown does not feel gun control is the answer to gun violence.  He communicated that 
people control is the answer because you can make all the laws to control guns that you want, but 
the problem is that criminals don’t follow the law.  On the other hand, those citizens who do abide 
by the law have both a biblical right, along with a Second Amendment right, to self-defense.
He noted FBI crime statistics that indicate more people are killed with knives and hammers than 
they are with guns.  He also reminded listeners of a well known biblical example of what happened 
in life before guns. Cain killed his brother, so outlawing guns isn’t the answer.
This broadcast went on to biblically tackle other positions and circumstances that relate to this 
issue such as pacifism, self-defense vs. vengeance, the biblical meaning of the word translated 
‘kill’ in Exodus 20:13, turning the other cheek and much more.   

4/21 Court Packing: A 
Threat to the U.S. 
Judicial System

Jim Schneider / 
Rick Green

The program started with a brief announcement regarding the Derek Chauvin verdict, and then 
continued to the main topic of Court Packing with guest Rick Green.
A coup is underway to take over the United States Supreme Court; to intentionally expand the 
court in retaliation against a majority of justices that are originalists, that is, to take the United 
States Constitution for what it says. This is known as ‘court packing’ or ‘court stacking.’ One 
congresswoman has called this “the scariest bill that has been introduced since she became a 
member of the House of Representatives.”
Ladies and gentlemen, the threat is very real.

4/22 House Votes DC as 
51st State & 

COVID Response 
Update

Jim Schneider / 
William J. 

Federer

Just hours ago in a strictly partisan vote, the U.S. House of Representatives 
passed legislation to make Washington DC the 51st State. The vote was 216-
208 with every Democrat voting in favor, and every Republican voting against.
Nancy Pelosi was excited about the passage of the legislation, and called it a 
“momentous day for American democracy.”
Under the bill, the White House, the U.S. Capitol and the National Mall would 
remain as a federal district, but the heavily Democrat District of Columbia 
would become a new state known as Washington, Douglass Commonwealth. 
Republicans state this violates the Constitution and would go against what the 
founders intended.
President Biden is in favor of this legislation which will now make its way to the 
Senate.
William Federer joined the first segment of Crosstalk to share a brief history of 
D.C. In the remainder of the program, Jim shared several news stories related 
to the latest COVID responses and vaccine issues.

4/23 News Roundup & 
Comment

Jim Schneider Friday brings us another News Roundup! Here is a sampling of the headlines:
 Maxine Waters urges anti-cop protestors to ‘get more confrontational’ and take action 

if Chauvin trial doesn’t go their way
 White House won’t directly condemn incitement from Maxine Waters
 Capitol police officer Brian Sicknick died of natural causes after January 6th riot, 

examiner says
 ‘Squad’ members paid thousands for security while calling for defunded police
 Twitter banned Trump but takes no action against LeBron James tweet
 Horrific: NYC Muslim deliberately rams crowd of Jews, backs up and runs them over 

again in cold-blooded mass murder attempt
 Muslim acid attacks come to New York
 U.S. Postal Service goes postal as it monitors your social media accounts
 Kamala Harris vows to fight climate change as ‘root cause’ of migration crisis
 Baptist medical college professor says solution to antivaxxers is to exterminate white 

people
 Alaskan village bans unvaccinated people from in-person shopping
 Christian college takes Biden to court over trans mandate
 Planned Parenthood CEO admits its founder Margaret Sanger was a white supremacist, 

yet still embraces her
 NYC will no longer prosecute prostitution, dismisses 900+ cases
 New York parent seeks OK to marry their own adult child
 ‘Caitlyn’ Jenner files initial paperwork to run for Governor of California
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 Fayetteville church to host ‘Queer Camp’ this summer
 Chicago considers demanding cops ask for permission before chasing suspects on foot
 BLM protestors kneel, rally for man killed by police, then it turns out he’s white
Listen, share and PRAY!

4/26 Global Climate 
Summit

Jim Schneider / 
Alex Newman

Last week, the U.N. Secretary General, Antonio Guterres, warned that humanity stands on the 
verge of the abyss.  He warned of how the world is dangerously close to hitting the 1.5 degree 
Celsius target limit of warming.  
Last Thursday and Friday, President Biden invited numerous world leaders to a virtual leaders 
summit on climate.  The White House said the summit was to underscore the urgency and 
economic benefits of stronger climate action.  
On the legislative side, both Bernie Sanders and Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez have introduced The 
Green New Deal for Public Housing Act.
Returning to Crosstalk to address these points was Alex Newman. Alex is an award-winning 
international freelance journalist, author, researcher, educator and consultant.  He’s a foreign 
correspondent and regular contributor for The New American and contributes columns to other 
publications as well.  Alex has authored or co-authored several books such as Crimes of the 
Educators and Deep State: The Invisible Government Behind the Scenes.  Alex is also founder of 
Liberty Sentinel.
According to Alex, the pseudo-science underpinning the Paris Climate Agreement is just a 
distraction and won’t do anything for the climate.  He also feels those involved don’t even believe 
the pseudo-science themselves.  Here’s why:
Under the agreement, every government was supposed to come up with a pledge concerning what 
they would do to reduce Co2 emissions.  Under the Obama administration, the U.S. agreed to 
massive reductions.  At the recent virtual summit, Biden actually increased the reductions to a 50-
52% decrease in Co2 emissions by 2030.
What about Communist China?  How much of a reduction did they pledge?  Nothing.  In fact, they 
promised to increase Co2 emissions until at least 2030.  Why?  Because like India and Pakistan, 
they’re a developing nation.  So if those involved in this effort really believe Co2 is a pollutant, 
why are they so quick to shut down American industry/jobs and allow them to go to China where 
their Co2 intensity per unit of output is much higher than it is in the U.S.?
Alex believes what this does is to functionally destroy what’s left of the U.S. economy as our 
productive capacity moves to China.  This will allow them to reap the economic benefits and fund 
their massive military expansion.  
What are the national security implications of this?  What does Alex believe the U.S. would look 
like with ‘zero’ emissions?  Why does it appear as though President Biden is trying to hasten our 
economic collapse?  Where do wealthy individuals such as Bill Gates and Michael Bloomberg fit 
into all of this?  What is the goal of and justification for the Green New Deal for Public Housing 
Act?  These are just some of the questions addressed on this edition of Crosstalk.

4/27 Pope Pushes World 
Governance

Jim Schneider / 
Gary Kah

The United Nations, the World Health Organization and the World Economic Forum have been 
pushing for world governance.  In fact, as far back as the late 1990’s,   John Anderson of the World 
Federalist Association was calling for world government.  This push continues and a primary 
proponent of this concept is Pope Francis. 
Returning to Crosstalk to discuss the latest news surrounding this topic was Gary Kah.  Gary is the 
founder and director of Hope For the World.  Gary is the former Europe and Middle East Trade 
Specialist for the Indiana State Government.  In 1987, he was invited to join the World 
Constitution and Parliament Association, one of the organizations involved at the forefront of 
promoting the world government agenda. During the next 4 years he obtained detailed documents 
which demonstrated that the push toward a one-world government was active and rapidly 
advancing. Gary is the author of Enroute to Global Occupation and The New World Religion.
Gary began by noting that Pope Francis has been openly holding an increasing number of meetings 
at various levels involving the environment, the new coming global financial system and the 
vaccines.
To back up his point, Gary cited information from an article published by a Catholic news 
organization known as LifeSite News.  They indicated that Pope Francis has addressed the World 
Bank and International Monetary Fund at their Spring meeting, while also calling for global 
governance in light of COVID-19.  He also advocated for universal vaccines and bemoaned the 
ecological debt which he believes is owed to nature itself.  
The article also notes the Pope’s use of the phrase, ‘universal common good’.  Gary pointed out 
that this phrase is also used by Marxists and socialists.  The Pope also expressed his hope that, 
‘…your discussions will contribute to a model of recovery capable of generating new, more 
inclusive and sustainable solutions to support the real economy, assisting individuals and 
communities to achieve their deepest aspirations and the universal common good.’
As he spoke with the World Bank and IMF, he also stressed the development of trust  relationships 
with people, spoke of building bridges and envisioning long-term inclusive projects, all for the aim 
of global government. 
Gary believes the Pope couches concepts such as ‘the universal common good’ under the guise of 
climate change.  In other words, everyone has to get on-board and save the earth.  To do that, laws 
must be implemented and we must be prepared to give up certain freedoms for the sake of saving 
the earth.
Proponents of this feel comfortable enough now to come out in the open with such ideas because 
they feel they have the media, academia, the U.N. and the global green movement on their side.  
As this program moved along, Jim had Gary explain the following:

 What exactly does the Pope mean by ‘ecological debt’?

 The linking of salvation to the new world order and ‘green’ policies.

 Who has been the ‘burr under the saddle’ of the Pope on these issues?

 A new COVID bio-chip that’s implantable under the skin.
Crosstalk listeners also present their views to finish the program.

4/28 If the Foundations Be Jim Schneider / Dr. Dr. Terry Mortenson is a speaker with Answers in Genesis with a PhD in the history of geology.  
He’s lectured on the creation-evolution controversy in some 35 countries since the 1970’s.  He’s 
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Destroyed Terry Mortenson also a theologian and an author of a number of books and articles including The Great Turning 
Point and has edited and contributed to the 14-author, Coming to Grips with Genesis: Biblical 
Authority and the Age of the Earth and other works as well.
On April 19, Ken Ham appeared on Crosstalk to discuss the issue of the deplatforming of 
conservative thought, particularly as it pertains to Genesis and the organizations that support what 
it teaches.  In fact, there are even churches and others claiming the name of Christ that are involved 
in this effort.
Part of that discussion dealt with an incident that involved AIG speaker Dr. Terry Mortenson who 
was speaking at an Arkansas church.  During the first service he explained that issues such as 
adultery, fornication, pornography, homosexuality, and transgenderism are contrary to the 
commands of God, therefore they are sin.
The pastor was upset by this and spoke with Dr. Mortenson after the service and communicated 
that he didn’t want him speaking on those issues, especially those related to LGBT.  Instead he 
wanted Dr. Mortenson to speak more about design and the wonder of creation.
So as not to communicate a spirit of division, Dr. Mortenson spoke at both the second as well as 
the evening services.  In the evening service he gave a lecture on millions of years, unscientific 
origin and catastrophic consequences.   
Dr. Mortenson appeared on this edition of Crosstalk to bring greater detail concerning the points 
that were communicated, and why he believes the Bible’s teaching on origins and the issue of the 
earth’s age are not unimportant side issues.  As he put it, ‘…we are descending into moral insanity 
and darkness…This nation that was once so rooted in biblical truth, Judeo-Christian moral values 
and a biblical view of law and justice, is crumbling before our eyes.’

4/29 World’s Philosophies 
DeBunked!

Jim Schneider / Carl 
Kerby

Scripture has a warning for us found in Colossians 2:8 – “Beware lest any man spoil you through 
philosophy and vain deceit, after the tradition of men, after the rudiments of the world, and not 
after Christ.”  The philosophies of this world are many, and they are growing in intensity.  Those 
who do not buy into them are being marginalized, deplatformed, or somehow it’s being 
communicated that you and your ideas, especially from a biblical worldview, are just not 
welcome.  You’re accused of being rather backward in your thinking, perhaps even being accused 
that  you’re from the bronze age!  The result is that rather than responding to these philosophies 
with biblical truth, there are many who are just shrugging their shoulders and giving sway to these 
thoughts and philosophies of the day.  
One ministry has set out to debunk these philosophies.  Not only are they giving secularists pause 
to think, they are also equipping believers to be ready to give an answer to those who ask a reason 
of the hope which lies within them.
Carl Kerby is president and founder of Reasons for Hope.  Prior to forming Reasons for Hope, he 
was a founding board member of Answers in Genesis and served there for 15 years.  Carl is also a 
former air-traffic controller at Chicago-O’Hare.  He is co-creator and host for the video 
series, Weapons of Mass Instruction and presenter of the DVD series for teens, Demolishing 
Strongholds and presenter on the Becoming Bold DVD series for teens and adults.  He is sought out 
as a speaker for conferences.  He’s the author of numerous books and producer of a series of 
videos called, DeBunked.
Carl began by presenting details behind the formation of “DeBunked”.  Part of that was realizing 
that young people only have a 2.2 second attention span.  So when you’re trying to communicate 
apologetics concepts, the interest level often isn’t there.  
Carl admitted that he’s ADD himself.  So he felt that if he could take these concepts to youth at a 
fast pace with a jab here and a jab there, and give the communication the feel of “Dirty Jobs” meets 
“Myth Busters”, it might get young people to think.
Jim played DeBunked #18 called, There’s Nothing Wrong with Abortion.  He then had Carl break 
down a number of points related to the topic such as:

 What is the “SLED” test?
 What does science tell us concerning life in the womb?
 The emotional justifications often laid out for abortion.
 The biblical authority basis for all issues.
 The idea of “value” and the connection to racism and other injustices.

Crosstalk listeners were also invited to present their views as well.
4/30 News Roundup & 

Comment
Jim Schneider We are living in perilous times as much of the news shows us.  Here’s a sample from this week’s 

‘Round-Up’ broadcast:
–Speaking for just over an hour, President Biden delivered his first address before a joint session of 
Congress this week, downsized due to COVID-19.
–President Biden is calling for another 1.8 trillion in federal spending for his New American 
Families Plan along with tax increases to help pay for it.  This is coupled with the 2.3 trillion 
infrastructure spending plan from earlier this month.  He’s also seeking to spend 4.1 trillion on top 
of the 1.9 trillion from the COVID relief bill.  That’s 6 trillion total dollars. 
–In his Republican response to President Biden’s speech, Senator Tim Scott rejected the 
president’s massive spending proposals that would grow government and  make Americans more 
dependent upon Washington.
–The president of the activist, pro-LGBTQ Human Rights Campaign is proud of the work that the 
Biden administration has done in its first 100 days in office.
–President Biden has used his pen to sign more executive orders than any other president since 
FDR during his first 100 days in office. 
–The Justice Department reportedly had a contingency plan to arrest former Minneapolis police 
officer Derek Chauvin at the Minneapolis courthouse and charge him with civil rights violations if 
he had been found not guilty of murder in the death of George Floyd or if the case ended in a 
mistrial.
–Nikki Haley, former U.S. ambassador to the U.N., called former Secretary of State John Kerry 
disgusting, believing that he should by yanked off the National Security Council, for revealing 
information to Iran concerning military operations that had been conducted by Israel.
–The CDC has reported that 7,157 people who were declared to be fully vaccinated against 
COVID-19, still got the virus.
–An Israeli Health Ministry report has raised concerns among experts about a possible link 
between Pfizer and BioNtech’s COVID vaccine and myocarditis. 
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–20 of 26 COVID positive residents in a Kentucky nursing home outbreak were fully vaccinated 
just a month earlier. 
–Several governors complained this week that President Joe Biden has been absent from calls with 
state leaders about the efforts to battle COVID-19, leaving scandal-ridden New York Governor 
Andrew Cuomo in charge instead.
–An Oregon High School track and field coach has brought up serious concerns about the state 
mask mandate after one of his runners collapsed at the finish line. 
–More than 50 universities around the nation have announced they will require students to present 
proof of COVID-19 vaccination in order to attend in-person classes or on-campus activities this 
fall.
–ABC News says that Chicago is planning to roll out a “Vax-Pass” next month that vaccinated 
residents can use to attend events like summer concerts.
–The European Union will reopen its borders to American tourists this summer but  visitors will 
have to be fully vaccinated against COVID-19.

5/3 Biden Administration 
Launches Attack on 

Life

Jim Schneider / Brad 
Battes

According to a recent report on LifeNews.com, the World Health Organization tells us that every 
minute, 139 babies in the world die of abortion.  Think about that. 139 babies die every minute.  
These remain nameless statistics.  But they are more than that.  They are people who could have 
been named David or John or Anne or Ken.  Why are we not declaring an international emergency 
on this issue in the same way we have with the Wuhan virus?
The U.S. is closing in on some 63 million abortions since a majority of justices in black robes 
issued an opinion in 1973 that taking the life of an innocent baby in the womb was constitutional.  
According to actions he took, our previous president, Donald Trump, was the most pro-life 
president our nation has seen.  However, as the last 100 days have proven, the Biden 
Administration has gained notoriety as the most pro-abortion administration in the entire history of 
the U.S.  
Joining Jim to look at the president’s record on life during his first 100 days in office was Brad 
Mattes.  Brad is the president of Life Issues Institute, the pro-life grassroots partner of the Susan B. 
Anthony List Education Fund.  Life Issues Institute was founded in 1991 to serve the educational 
needs of the pro-life movement.  Brad is the host of Life Issues, a daily radio commentary.
Jim began by noting how we’ve swung from the most pro-life president to the most pro-abortion 
president.  Brad responded by reminding listeners that when we enter the voting booth, sometimes 
we have a choice between good and evil.  That’s what voters were faced with in the November 
election concerning their presidential choices.
So after 100 days in office, what has the president done that’s placed him at odds with so many 
Americans on the issue of life?

 He repealed the Global Protect Life Rule known to many as the Mexico City 
Policy.  It protected nearly 9 billion in tax dollars from being used to promote 
or provide abortions around the globe.

 He also reversed the same thing domestically by funding abortions through Title 
X.

 Out of a 2 trillion dollar COVID spending bill, only 9% of it actually went to 
COVID relief.  Under this bill, Biden championed the largest expansion of 
taxpayer funded abortions since Obamacare.

 He resumed funding of experimentation using the dissected body parts of unborn 
babies.

 He abandoned critical FDA protections for women who take the chemical 
abortion pill.

 He engaged in a scheme of packing the U.S. Supreme Court while also working 
to eliminate the Senate filibuster. 

Discussion also included pro-life news out of New Jersey, Texas, Idaho, Oklahoma, Montana, the 
latest on the Born Alive Abortion Survivors Protection Act, the courts, conscience protections for 
doctors, the views of callers, and much more. 

5/4 “Transing” the Public 
Schools

Jim Schneider / Laura 
Higgins

An incremental, systematic approach has been underway in the educational system for many 
years and its fruit is abounding.  20 years ago, many were shocked when VCY America 
learned that the Milwaukee, WI, public schools had a gay and lesbian advisory committee 
that met monthly.  
VCY America obtained an extensive manual filled with information on how to incorporate 
the gay-lesbian and bisexual agenda into the schools.  At that time they were speaking of 
homophobia and heterosexual privilege.  There was information on how to reduce 
homophobic bigotry by having role models such as openly homosexual teachers, coaches and 
administrators.  They also spoke of bringing in homosexual guest speakers and establishing 
gay-straight alliances to reassess the curriculum to incorporate gay and lesbian issues 
throughout, and not just in classes like health education, but in traditional disciplines as 
well.  One example is the use of same-sex couples in math story problems.
Based upon the success of change agents, the same kind of indoctrination is underway to 
promote the transgender agenda as well.  The guest on this edition of Crosstalk calls it, the 
“transing” of public schools.   
With more on this subject, Jim welcomed Laurie Higgins.  Laurie is a cultural affairs writer 
with the Illinois Family Institute.
How did we get to this point?  Laurie believes the reasons are many.  One of them is the 
increasing cowardice of Christians and conservatives.  She indicated that it’s incremental 
steps that lead to cultural change.  Such change doesn’t happen dramatically in a singular 
moment.  We either ignore or dismiss these small steps because it’s easier.  The solution 
involves people getting active in the schools or pulling our children out.  
According to Laurie, the toxic ideas are too pervasive in our school systems and they’re 
bureaucratized at every level.  That includes those institutions involved with public schools 
and not just the schools themselves.
Conversation then moved to Illinois Governor J.B. Pritzker who appointed a task force 
whose members were all on the “left”.  Their purpose was to come up with recommendations 
to “trans” the schools under the guise of “safety”.  What they really mean is they want to 
affirm a set of assumptions about the nature and morality of cross-sex identification.



Laurie warned listeners that this is coming to every state unless people take a stand against 
it.
As the conversation continued, she communicated the following:

 Some of the recommendations of the Illinois task force.

 Laurie’s response to the idea that we should make a distinction 
between sex and gender.

 Is there a difference between someone identifying as an animal as 
opposed to someone identifying as the opposite sex?

This is the information covered just in the first quarter hour.  There’s much more to learn from 
Laurie, and from listeners as well, when you review this critical broadcast.

5/5 Can the Covid-19 Shot 
be Mandated?

Jim Schneider / Mat 
Staver

There are colleges and universities that are mandating the COVID-19 vaccines in order to attend 
in-person classes.  In similar fashion, some employers are requiring job applicants to get 
vaccinated, or promise to get one, within 30 days of being hired.  
What’s a person to do if they have a conscience, religious or medical concern and their livelihood 
is weighing in the balance?
Addressing this issue was Constitutional Attorney Mat Staver.  Mat is the founder and chairman of 
Liberty Counsel.
Typically vaccines take at least 10 years from development to deployment.  Five of those years are 
dedicated to specific testing from animals to people.  Eventually it gets presented to the FDA and if 
it proves to be both safe and effective, then it becomes licensed.  
The 3 U.S. vaccines were developed and deployed within less than one year.  In other words, 
they’re experimental.  This is why they’re being used under Emergency Use Authorization.  The 
experimentation and collection of data is still ongoing so it’s still too early to tell if these vaccines 
can be licensed. 
That brings up the issue of adverse reactions.  Jim noted several including Alzheimer’s, menstrual 
irregularities, reproductive dysfunction, blood clots and intense shaking.  
In spite of the fact that these shots are not FDA approved and are causing some adverse reactions, 
can they be mandated or is their constitutional protection for individuals?
Mat responded by noting they can’t be mandated under federal law (Emergency Use 
Authorization).  That law states you must have full and informed consent regarding all of the 
potential adverse reactions and you cannot be coerced.  At the same time, state laws provide certain 
“opt-outs” for vaccines.
As the program moved along, Mat addressed some interesting points including:

 Can an employer or a college/university be held legally responsible for any injury that 
occurs to an individual who was mandated to receive a vaccine?

 What advice does Mat have for those who don’t want to get the vaccine through 
conscience or religious exemption?

 Is it possible the vaccines are actually making the pandemic worse?

 What’s the latest concerning vaccine passports?
Get the answers, so you can make an informed choice, when you review this edition of Crosstalk.

5/6 News roundup & 
Comment

Jim Schneider Here’s a selection of “Round-Up” news stories Jim featured on this National Day of Prayer:
–North Korea responded to remarks made by President Biden last week when he indicated that the 
nuclear programs of North Korea and Iran present serious threats to the security of America and 
the world. 
–U.S. military forces in Iraq were recently targeted for the first time by Iranian drones.
–China is ramping up efforts to arrange trade deals with Middle East nations in order to peacefully 
collapse Western-American dominance in the region.
–China’s social credit system has invaded North America, specifically in Vancouver, British 
Columbia.
–China’s leader, Xi Jinping, personally directed the communist regime to focus its efforts to 
control the global internet, displacing the influential role of the U.S.
–China wants a polar “silk road” that would create a new shipping route linking Asia and Europe 
via the Arctic as part of their “Belt and Road Initiative”.
–The Chinese government is taking further steps to remove religious material from the hands of 
Christians.
–President Joe Biden is cultivating leadership that bears a stark resemblance to FDR, especially as 
it pertains to changing the structure of the U.S. Supreme Court.
–President Biden has been accused of manipulating the results of the 2020 census   for political 
gain.
–House Republicans could vote to remove Conference Chairwoman Liz Cheney as soon as next 
week.
–The Biden Administration’s Department of Defense has denied a parking permit to AmVets to 
stage a rallying point at the Pentagon.
–A juror in the Derek Chauvin trial has not only misled the court about his knowledge of the death 
of George Floyd, but also lied on the questionnaire that jurors must answer before the trial.
–Former Microsoft CEO Bill Gates said in a tweet that after 27 years, he and his wife are getting a 
divorce.
–The Department of Homeland Security is considering working with outside firms to surveil 
“extremist” language by Americans online.
–Senator Chuck Schumer is quietly considering trying to use a fast-track budget maneuver to 
legalize millions of undocumented immigrants should bipartisan talk on providing a pathway to 
citizenship fall apart.
Crosstalk listeners joined in with their comments to wrap up the broadcast.



5/7 Mother’s Day Tribute Jim Schneider Yesterday was the National Day of Prayer and President Joe Biden issued his proclamation.  
Unfortunately, there wasn’t one place where the name of God was mentioned.  Racial injustice, the 
pandemic and climate change made the cut, but there was no mention of God.  This makes 
President Biden the first president not to include God in the modern history of National Day of 
Prayer proclamations.
This coming Sunday is Mother’s Day and sadly, even motherhood is under attack in America.  Our 
“woke” society is attempting to cancel women and motherhood by seeking to appease transgender 
activists.  For example, such individuals refer to mothers as “birthing people”.  
Crosstalk not only

5/10 Sports Wokeness and 
One-World 
Government

Jim Schneider / Dr. 
Duke Pesta

The sports world is being assaulted by wokeness.  While many use sports as an opportunity to get 
away from the news and pressures of the day, spectators are being bombarded with social justice 
messaging and virtue signaling.  The American people appear to be fed up and the ratings prove it.  
Even the upcoming Olympics are being affected.  While social justice protests are forbidden, 
athletes are being promised legal support by a global union if they do protest.
Dr. Duke Pesta believes that not only is such wokeness ruining professional sports, its dangers go 
beyond alienating fans and is being used to fulfill a globalist ideology and the erasure of national 
borders.  Dr. Pesta is academic director of Freedom Project Academy, host of the Dr. Duke Show, 
a tenured professor of English at the University of Wisconsin-Oshkosh, and a contributing 
journalist and writer for various publications.  He’s one of the nation’s foremost authorities on the 
dangers of Common Core and the federal takeover of education.
How did we get to this point so fast?  Dr. Pesta communicated that the problem is education.  For 3 
generations we’ve miseducated children through what he sees as the biggest scam in America 
today: public education.  At the federal level we’re spending more on education than ever before, 
yet the literacy rate is poor.  He noted that as a college English professor, his freshmen students 
have about a 7th grade reading level.
Instead what’s happening is that students are being given various ideological and political 
positions.  This is driving a wedge between students and their parents; Christianity, independence, 
freedom and liberty are being castigated, and they’re being told lies about the history of America.
The result is that 3 generations of this teaching has finally caught up with us which means the 
generation under the age of about 35-40 sees the world in a very different way.
So how does this affect sports?  As the program moved along, Dr. Pesta looked at the following: 

 Since sports in America is minority dominated, it’s tying itself to causes like 
Black Lives Matter as part of its business model. 

 The men’s and women’s national soccer teams and the tie-in to critical race 
theory.

 How American sports is becoming part of the larger globalist agenda as it 
concerns itself with things like gender equality and COVID-19.

Crosstalk listeners offer their views as well.
5/11 Deconversion: Walking 

Away From Jesus
Jim Schneider / Dr. 

Ed Hindson
It’s disturbing to hear of those who make a confession of faith and proclaim the name of Christ, 
only to eventually walk away from Jesus.  In late 2019, author and pastor Josh Harris spoke openly 
about leaving his wife, the church and Christianity.  Then there are CCM artists like Marty 
Sampson who publicly denounced his faith on social media.
The guest on this edition of Crosstalk calls these incidents, “deconversion”.  So why is this 
happening?  Is this something new or has this been going on for some time?
Joining Jim to discuss this issue was Dr. Ed Hindson.  Dr. Hindson is the founding dean of the 
School of Divinity and Distinguished Professor of Religion at Liberty University.  He’s the speaker 
on The King is Coming broadcast.  For decades he’s been an active conference speaker and has 
served as the editor of five major Study Bibles.  He is the author, co-author or general editor of 
over 40 books, many on the topic of Bible prophecy including: 15 Future Events That Will Shake 
the World and Earth’s Final Hour.
Dr. Hindson communicated that the phenomenon of people walking away from the faith is not 
new.  It goes all the way back to the New Testament.  He cited John 6 where Jesus is making some 
strong statements about himself.  He told the people he is the bread of life, he fed the 5,000, and 
when they came back the next day for more food, instead of giving them food, he let them know he 
wanted to give them a message that would change their life and that his real intent was to call them 
to faith.  He told them the manna that came down from heaven that their fathers ate, those folks are 
dead.  He let them know he had living bread so that they would never die.  They didn’t like this 
message with the result appearing in John 6:66  where it tells us that many of his disciples went 
back and no longer walked with him.
This points to the confusion that can appear in the minds of people over what is a person’s 
commitment to Jesus.  Dr. Hindson fears that sometimes people make a profession of faith because 
they want to go to heaven or don’t want to go to hell but they don’t really want to follow Jesus 
either.
This is the main thrust of a program that also looks at the following:

 The difference between profession and possession.

 Expectations people may have about what Jesus can do for them.

 What about those who claim repentance is works?

 The Parable of the Sower as it relates to this issue. 
There’s much more to learn from this broadcast while listeners add their questions as well.

5/12 State of the Church 
2021

Jim Schneider / Ben 
Everson

Since the outbreak of COVID-19, a transformation of the world has taken place.  Businesses in 
America were forced to close their doors as the government determined who was “essential” and 
who wasn’t.  Schools were closed, relationships have been challenged, surgeries deemed 
“nonessential” were prohibited and more.
It’s not just the secular world that’s been impacted.  The church has had to adjust as well.  Many 
churches were closed, ministries were forced to shut down and pastoral visits to the sick, lonely and 
those in need were forbidden.
How this has impacted the church and how they’ve responded was the topic, as Ben Everson joined 
Jim for this important discussion.  Ben is an international evangelist known for his a cappella 
singing and writing music.  He’s been traveling in revival ministry for 25 years along with his 
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family.  He was one of the first conservative Christian musicians to take advantage of YouTube and 
maintains an active ministry through writing books, online ministry and traveling to preach for local 
churches.
Ben began by addressing the issue of faith vs. fear as it pertains to the pandemic.  He’s seen where 
some churches have pulled together and are operating by faith and coming up with creative ideas to 
serve others.  Other churches are acting out of fear and just reacting to everything.
More specifically, Ben said the reactions fall into two categories: knitting and knotting.  In a higher 
percentage of cases, Ben has seen that the pandemic has been knitting congregations together in 
what he more accurately described as a concern for each other. 
As Ben continued sharing his experiences, the program touched on the following:

 The need for grace for pastors in the midst of the pandemic.

 What is “Caesar’s” and what is God’s as we travel through the pandemic?

 How is the church responding to the issue of socialism?
Hear the rest, including what listeners had to say, on this edition of Crosstalk. 

5/13 Border Truthfulness Jim Schneider / Mark 
Krikorian

On Tuesday of this week, 20 governors sent a letter to the president and vice-president urging 
immediate action regarding the border crisis.  This comes as no surprise as the Biden 
administration is busing and flying illegal immigrants to cities across the nation, while young 
children are being abandoned in severe heat.  A shell game is going on with children being moved 
from place to place to give the appearance of empty child migrant facilities.  
So what else is actually taking place at our borders?  To present what the national media has been 
refusing to report, Crosstalk welcomed back Mark Krikorian.  Mark is a nationally recognized 
expert on immigration issues serving as the executive director of Center for Immigration Studies.  
They’re an independent, non-partisan research organization examining and critiquing the impact of 
immigration on the United States.  He has testified numerous times before Congress and has 
published articles in many outlets.
Several weeks ago, Vice-President Kamala Harris was put in charge of the border crisis by the 
president.  Why hasn’t she visited the border yet?  According to Mark, her office has said that she’s 
in charge of addressing root causes of migration in Central America, not the border itself.  Mark 
understands that to mean the vice-president realizes this is a “hot potato” and she wasn’t about to 
be saddled with this issue.  In other words, she’s a politician who smells political disaster.  So 
while she may be willing to have a “Zoom” call with the president of Guatemala or something 
similar, she’s not having anything to do with the border mess that was created by the president.
Mark indicated that the April numbers just came out and there were almost 180,000 apprehensions 
at the border, a 21 year high.  That was up a bit from March but not as much as March was up from 
February.  What’s different between now and 21 years ago is that almost 40% of the people 
arrested are adults with children (family units) or just children on their own.  If it’s a single man, 
the border patrol turns him around and sends him back to Mexico.  If it’s a family or 
unaccompanied minor, it’s more difficult.  You have to get things like their travel paperwork from 
their government and that’s aside from whether or not they make a bogus asylum claim in an 
attempt to stay.
Since so many coming across the border are family units and unaccompanied minors, Homeland 
Security doesn’t have enough space to hold them.  In many cases, the adults are simply let go with 
a piece of paper.  Mark believes none of them will  ever leave and this administration has said that 
Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE) will not make them leave.
So what we’re dealing with here is permanent increases in immigration outside of those laws that 
have been passed by Congress.
From taxpayer funding for illegals to the drug consequences, there’s much more to consider.  
Callers also shared their views on this edition of Crosstalk. 

5/14 News Roundup & 
Comment

Jim Schneider Provocations against Israel by the group known as Hamas broke out beginning Monday of this 
week and they continue.  Dr. Daniel Aschheim, Consul for Public Diplomacy for the Israeli 
Consulate for the Midwest, spent a few minutes with Jim by phone to update listeners on this issue.
As this program moved along, numerous other stories were covered.  Here’s a brief sample: 
–The U.S. Navy announced Sunday that it seized an arms shipment of thousands of assault 
weapons, machine guns and sniper rifles hidden aboard a ship in the Arabian Sea, apparently 
bound for Yemen to support the Houthi rebels.
–Miami Dolphins partnering with local mosque to distribute food in honor of Ramadan.
–The city of Hagen, Germany, has taken down an Israeli flag at the town hall after the raising of 
the flag caused anger and was perceived by some people as a one-sided expression of solidarity 
with regard to the current conflict.
–A top American general warns that China is trying to move into the Atlantic.  
–China is creeping further east across the Pacific with a new project that could put military assets 
thousands of miles closer to Hawaii.
–The Colonial Pipeline buckled to the demands of hackers and paid a nearly 5 million dollar 
ransom.
–House Republicans ousted Representative Liz Cheney after she repeatedly rebuked former 
President Trump for claims of election fraud.
–House Republicans voted via secret ballot to appoint Representative Elise  Stefanic as the chair of 
the GOP conference replacing Liz Cheney.
–A group of House Republicans introduced a bill to oust White House Health Advisor Dr. Anthony 
Fauci.
–Senate Minority Leader Mitch McConnell and Majority Leader Chuck Schumer clashed Tuesday 
at a Senate Rules Committee markup of Senate Bill 1.
–Maricopa County election officials apparently erased an election database from a computer just 
before turning it over under subpoena for the audit.  
–More than 1,000 phantom ballots were discovered in Antrim County, Michigan.
–Mike Lindell had over 250,000 watching his “Frank” gathering online. 
–A letter has been signed by 120 retired U.S. military leaders warning that America may not 
survive the attack on the Constitution being orchestrated by Joe Biden.
–Government officials close to President Biden and his family are plotting ways to charge Donald 



Trump of crimes before he can run for the presidency again in 2024.
5/17 Aftershocks Jim Schneider / Jeff 

Kinley
Living in this era of pandemics, economic chaos, natural disasters and political strife, you may be 
tempted to question whether God is in control.  Yet when you look in the Bible, you’ll find that the 
events we see taking place are actually signaling that His promises will soon be fulfilled.
Joining Jim to look at this topic was Jeff Kinley.  Jeff is a graduate of Dallas Theological Seminary 
and has previously served as a pastor.  He has a passion for sharing biblical truth.  He is the author 
of over 30 books including, Wake the Bride,  As it Was in the Days of Noah and many others.  He’s 
with us today discussing his newest book, Aftershocks: Christians Entering a New Era of Global 
Crisis where he discussed God’s prophetic plan for the ages and your part in it.
When Jeff speaks of the term “aftershocks”, he’s talking about those events that have happened on 
planet earth that have really shaken everyone.  
He sees the current period of time as one of chaos and great confusion.  People are asking whether 
this is going to change and if we’re ever going back to normal.    What does this mean for your 
family, your education, your career, your country and the world?  There are ripple effects that he 
believes touch every area of that so the book talks about how your life could potentially be affected 
and how the Bible says the world will eventually change in this fashion.
Jeff covered a lot of territory as he dealt with the following:

 How even the scoffers and their scoffing are a marker of Christ’s return.

 How is our present age different from past ages as it pertains to Christ’s 
return?

 How does he view the push to set aside capitalism for a socialistic, new 
world order?

 What are the latest developments concerning the rebuilding of Babylon?

 How does the COVID pandemic play into all of this?
These are just the highlights from the first quarter hour.  Hear the rest, and find out what listeners 
had to say, when you review this edition of Crosstalk.

5/18 Israel Under Attack Jim Schneider / Dr. 
Jimmy DeYoung

Israel is under attack.  While celebrating Jerusalem Day, hundreds of rockets were launched 
against Israel from Hamas.  Israel retaliated, and Hamas continued its assault as Israel seeks to 
defend herself and neutralize the source of the attack.  Meanwhile, Al-Qaeda in the Arabian 
Peninsula is calling on Palestinians to launch an all-out militarized uprising to “Spill Jews’ Blood” 
and is urging Muslims to target Israeli embassies and Jewish interests in Asia, America, Europe, 
and Africa.  Anti-Jew and pro-Palestinian rallies are being held all over the world. 
Crosstalk welcomed back Dr. Jimmy DeYoung who joined Jim with analysis and prophetic insight 
into this attack.  Dr. DeYoung is a student of Bible prophecy and an expert on the Middle East.  He 
leads a ministry, Prophecy Today, and has spent many years living in Israel as well as having led 
many trips there.  He’s a noted conference speaker. He constantly monitors news regarding Israel 
and the Middle East and provides a unique blend of political, biblical and prophetic insight that is 
absent from the media today.
According to Dr. DeYoung there’ve been a number of attacks on the Temple Mount in Jerusalem.  
As already noted, they began on Jerusalem Day, the celebration of the reunification of the city of 
Jerusalem.  
Dr. DeYoung detailed the numerous factors that led to the start of violence.  This is highlighted by 
Mahmoud Abbas, president of the Palestinian Authority.  Seeing that he was going to lose his 
election, he decided to try to do everything to cancel it, even before the Ramadan holy days began 
for the Palestinians, and then directed the Palestinian media to incite the people to go to war.
Here are some of the key questions that Dr. DeYoung answered:

 How does the Feast of Pentecost tie into this?

 Does Hamas purposely put their operation centers in heavily civilian areas?

 Has Israel been able to disrupt the tunnel system beneath Gaza city?

 What part does the king of Jordan play in this?  How about Lebanon?

 Why is China attempting to broker peace in this situation?    
There’s more to learn, and listeners had their say as well, as this Crosstalk focused on the Middle 
East.

5/19 S1 – Federal Takeover 
of Elections

Jim Schneider / Tom 
DeWeese

As we go about our daily lives – going to work, earning a living, building our families, etc. – there 
is an attempt being made for a federal takeover of our elections and to do away with voting 
safeguards and turn our elections into the wild, wild west. If you thought last November was 
bad, you ain’t seen nothing yet.
Our guest has said the legislation we’re discussing today, if passed, would be “the legalization of 
fraud” and it must be stopped if we are ever to have another honest election.
HR1 was a bill of 791 pages. It passed the House on a vote of 220-210. Every Republican voted in 
opposition to this legislation. All Democrats with the exception of one, Rep. Bennie Thompson of 
Mississippi, voted in favor of it. Now in the Senate, the bill is known as S1. It’s a whopping bill of 
817 pages, 26 pages longer than it was in the House. At present, there are 48 co-sponsors to the 
legislation – 46 Democrats and 2 Independents. Not a single Republican has co-sponsored the 
legislation.
Tom DeWeese, President of the American Policy Center, is one of the nation’s leading advocates 
for individual liberty, free enterprise, private property rights, personal privacy, back-to-basics 
education, protecting our Constitutionally-guaranteed rights, and American sovereignty and 
independence. Last week, he put out a “Sledgehammer Action Alert” urging citizens to stop what 
they are doing and find out what is going on.
Listen to the program to find out more and then take action! Contact your senators at 202-224-3121 
or visit senate.gov.

5/20 Transgenderism/Gender 
Identity/Gender 

Jim Schneider / Dr. 
Jeffrey Barrows

We begin today with a short word from Usama Dakdok regarding breaking news from Minnesota. 
The Islamic call to prayer will be broadcast 5 times a day (next week during Ramadan) in 
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Dysphoria Minneapolis. According to the Star Tribune, the arrangement was approved Tuesday by mayor, 
Jacob Frey. Comments to the Minneapolis mayor’s office can be made by calling 612-673-2100 or 
through the city’s website. Now, onto today’s CROSSTALK …
“So God created man in His own image, in the image of God created He him; male and female 
created He them.” (Genesis 1:27) Despite the Authority of Scripture, there are those who are 
confused on this issue and from that confusion (combined with political correctness) there are 
professionals guiding individuals through the process of hormonal treatment (as normal) and very 
tragically, even surgical interventions.  Today’s guest will address this and several issues.
What is transgenderism? Gender Identity? Gender dysphoria? Are these just phases? What about 
puberty blocking drugs? Can someone “change” their gender? What about reassignment surgery? 
What are the long term affects? Is there help? What about conversion therapy and those who are 
banning it? What about depression and suicide by these we mention? What can parents do?
These questions (and those from live calls) are fielded here on today’s CROSSTALK.

5/21 News Roundup & 
Comment

Dalton Windsor Dalton Windsor sat in the News Round-Up chair in Jim Schneider’s absence.  Here’s a selection of 
stories that were presented:
–Yesterday Egypt reasserted itself as an indispensable mediator in the Middle East after it 
successfully brokered a cease fire deal in the short but costly Israel/Hamas war.
–President Joe Biden and other world leaders praised the cease fire agreement between Israel and 
Hamas that took place earlier today.
–Speaking to reporters on Air Force One, White House Press Secretary Jen Psaki rejected and 
dismissed the Abraham Accords as tactics of the prior administration.
–Black Lives Matter declares solidarity with Hamas in conflict with Israel.
–Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu claimed that Israel’s 11 day, counter-terror operation 
did cause serious damage to the Hamas terrorist organization.
–Multiple Democrat lawmakers are endorsing policies to minimize Israel’s ability to fight back 
against their would-be attackers.
–The National Guard is set to leave D.C. after a stay of over 4 months.
–President Joe Biden’s administration is reportedly preparing to contract with private firms to 
surveil the social media accounts of service members to weed out those with views that the 
administration deems concerning.
–A new feature in Google Docs will soon prompt users to write in gender neutral language in an 
attempt to avoid offending anyone in the workplace.
–The Biden administration posting a reward for anyone who can tell how to find violent extremists 
in law enforcement.
–Democrat Chicago Mayor Lori Lightfoot allegedly granting interviews only to journalists of 
color.
–A decorated U.S. Army chaplain is now appealing actions taken against him, that could end his 
career, after he voiced support on his personal social media page    for a military policy preventing 
trans identified individuals from serving in the military. 
–A 10 year old Florida boy addresses his school board concerning COVID restrictions.

5/24 What in the World? Jim Schneider You may recall growing up and hearing something so outlandish you thought, “What in the 
World?”  This is the latest in a continuing series of broadcasts that looks at news stories that can’t 
help but make you think the same thing.
Here’s the list of stories Jim noted from the first quarter hour:  
–Disney has announced it will be bringing back its animated sitcom “The Proud Family” with the 
inclusion of some new characters including 2 inter-racial gay dads who are adoptive parents of a 
teenage racial activist.
–Lego is releasing a toy set for LGBTQ pride month.  It includes 11 non-gendered figurines that 
form a rainbow.  It also includes a purple drag queen figure.
–A PBS station in New York is defending its airing of a children’s program featuring a drag queen 
and that’s aimed at children ages 3 to 8.
–Nordstrom’s is teaming up with Trans Lifeline and the digital queer healthcare service “FOLX” to 
fund hormone replacement therapy for transgender people as part of a pride month initiative.
–Google Docs will now make more inclusive suggestions and edits in its predictive text algorithm.  
It will add gendered words such as changing mailman to mail carrier or chairman to chairperson.
–The London Northeastern Railway has said that its conductors will be warned to not use the 
greetings “Ladies and gentlemen” following a complaint that came from a non-binary passenger.
–Hailey Davidson, who is biologically male but identifies as female, competed and won a 
professional title in women’s golf just over a week ago.
–There’s a new animated recruitment video about Emma, a real soldier, who’s raised by lesbians.  
It features a pro-homosexual theme, while presenting lesbian behavior, homosexual marriage and 
homosexual parenting as normal and even patriotic.
–The CIA also has a recruitment video called Humans of the CIA that features an intersectional and 
cisgender Latina mom.  
–A court in Canada has ruled that a child legally has 3 parents. 
The remaining stories, along with comments from callers around the nation, can be heard on this 
edition of Crosstalk.

5/25 I Have Some Good 
News: Gospel 
Objections and 

Answers

Jim Schneider / 
Preston and Kelly 

Condra

Our world is filled with bad news.  There’s the ongoing crisis in the Middle East.  We see the rise 
of China’s influence, Russia flexing its muscles and concerns over North Korea.  
Here in the U.S., crime and violence are rampant.  People are being pitted against one another 
based upon skin color.  Sin is running rampant as our nation bends and bows to the agenda of 
Sodom and Gomorrah.  Every day the cries of unborn babies are silenced at the hands of 
abortionists.  We are literally falling apart at the seams.
In the midst of all this there is good news.  In fact, it’s the greatest good news of all time.  
Joining Jim to explain this good news was Preston Condra.  Preston is a graduate of Oklahoma 
Baptist University and Southwestern Baptist Theological Seminary.  He served as an associate 
pastor for 10 years then joined the apologetics ministry, Watchman Fellowship.  He has preached 
in churches and conferences across the United States and has served as an adjunct professor.  He 
along with his wife Kelly, who is a Christian college professor, have co-authored six books and 
founded Sufficient Word Ministries, a teaching and equipping ministry that conducts church-
hosted evangelism and discipleship seminars.
Is there a difference between being religious and being a Christian?  According to Preston, being a 
Christian is defined by believing the Gospel for the purpose of salvation.  That is found in 1 
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Corinthians 15 where in verses 1-4, Paul tells readers that this is the Gospel by which you’re 
saved.  Paul goes on to note in  verses 3-4 that Christ died for our sins according to the Scriptures, 
he was buried and on the 3rd day rose from the dead.  Whoever believes that and only that will have 
(as Romans 1:16 says) the power of God unto salvation.
Doesn’t going to church account for something?  Kelly noted that after salvation, God does want 
us to assemble together as believers.  However, Christianity is a spiritual birth (the new birth-being 
born from above).  It’s a connection that comes between the person who believes the Gospel and 
the Lord.  They are no longer dead (separated from God) in trespasses and sins.  They are now 
spiritually alive and going to church does not make a person spiritually alive.  Believing the Gospel 
does that.
As this broadcast moved along, the discussion looked at what sets Jesus apart from other religious 
leaders.  After that, some false notions and objections to the Gospel were covered such as:

 I don’t want the God of the O.T., just the Jesus of the N.T. 

 I want no part of a God that allows suffering or a Hitler or Stalin to exist.

 I don’t deserve to burn in hell because I’m not as bad as someone like Hitler 
or Stalin.

 Won’t God judge people based upon their good vs. their bad works?
What is the Gospel?  Why do people need it?  How can that need be met?  Find out when you 
review this vital edition of Crosstalk.

5/26 COVID Shot Liability? Jim Schneider / Matt 
Staver

The issues that are confronting us are multi-faceted and coming from many different directions.  
Joining Jim to discuss these, with the focus primarily upon COVID shot liability, was 
Constitutional Attorney Mat Staver.  Mat is the founder & chairman of Liberty Counsel.  He’s 
argued landmark cases before the U.S. Supreme Court and he’s an author as well as speaker on the 
daily radio broadcasts, Faith & Freedom and Freedom’s Call.
Mat addressed the following:    
Governments have forbid people to gather for worship due to COVID-19.  This situation has been 
battled in the courts and recently a victory has taken place.  In this case it’s the first state-wide, 
permanent injunction against a state in the nation.  The state in this particular instance is California.
Mat is also representing Calvary Chapel in Bangor, Maine, against Governor Janet Mills.  Maine 
has the distinction of imposing the most severe restrictions on churches and places of worship at 
present.  
Employers are mandating their employees receive the COVID shots or go look for employment 
elsewhere.  Are they then liable when/if there is an adverse reaction?  
Oregon is saying you can attend church without a mask, but you have to show your vaccine 
passport in paper or digital.  If you don’t have either one, you can still attend church but you need 
to wear a mask. 
On another front, the U.S. Supreme Court has decided to hear a case in their next term that would 
strike at Roe v. Wade.  Democrats are warning that if the court goes in that direction they will pack 
the court, adding additional liberal justices.  
Also, there are new revelations coming out from the November 2020 election, such as in New 
Hampshire, where an audit revealed that only a portion of GOP ballots were accepted in the 
scanning process. 
There’s much more to consider as Mat also took questions/comments from listeners.

5/27 Unidentified Jim Schneider / Rich 
Christiano

The American public has had a fascination with unidentified flying objects (UFO’s) for decades.  
More recently, the buzz concerning UFO’s has greatly increased, with sightings going from joke to 
national security worry for our leaders in Washington, D.C.  For the Christian, this is a great 
opportunity for evangelism.   
You may ask, “What makes the subject of UFO’s a great stepping stone for communication of the 
Gospel?”  Joining Jim with the answer was Rich Christiano.  Rich is a film writer, director, 
producer and distributor.  For decades, Rich has been involved in film production.  He’s the writer, 
director and producer of such films as The Appointment, Time Changer, The Secrets of Jonathan 
Sperry, A Matter of Faith, Play the Flute and the movie spotlighted here called, Unidentified.  
Rich began by giving listeners a brief testimony.  This included some personal history of how he 
came to be a movie producer, as well as his film-making philosophy.
From there, Rich went on to describe what it was that compelled him, as a Christian, to address the 
issue of UFO’s in a film.  In the end, Rich sees Unidentified as the most evangelistic movie he’s 
done.  Jim proves the point as he plays audio clips from the movie, with Rich offering commentary 
of the kind that only the producer himself could provide. 
Review this edition of Crosstalk and perhaps you’ll discover that Unidentified is the unique tool 
you’ve been looking for to reach certain people that the Lord has put on your heart.  

5/28 News Roundup & 
Comment

Jim Schneider Here are the headlines from the first quarter-hour of this week’s news round-up broadcast:

–A news source reports that Dr. Anthony Fauci said Trump would face surprise infectious disease 
outbreak.  The admission came just 9 days before President Trump was sworn into office.

–The U.S. Senate broke out in applause after passing an amendment from Senator Rand Paul that 
bans the use of U.S. taxpayer dollars to fund gain-of-function research in China.
–President Biden has asked for a stronger inquiry into the origins of COVID-19.
–Beijing has responded to President Biden’s announcement of a probe concerning the origins of 
COVID-19 by denouncing the lab leak hypothesis as a conspiracy theory and urging an 
investigation into secret U.S. bio-labs around the world. 
–After Mexico City introduced an Ivermectin plan, COVID hospitalizations and deaths 
disappeared.
–Study shows masks did not slow down the spread of COVID.
–Dr. Peter McCullough, a prominent cardiologist, internist and professor of medicine, has 
explained that he’s not against vaccines, but it’s too risky to receive one of the experimental 
vaccines in light of increasing reports of adverse effects.
–A Johns Hopkins professor estimates that nearly half the country has natural immunity due to 
prior infection that protects them from COVID-19.
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–18 Connecticut teens hospitalized for heart problems after the COVID vaccines. 
–A group of parents, along with America’s front-line doctors, have filed a motion in federal court 
seeking a temporary restraining order to prevent the expansion of the FDA Emergency Use 
Authorization for COVID-19 vaccines to include children under the age of 16. 
–One of India’s most eminent cardiologists has died after falling ill with COVID-19 just months 
after receiving his second shot. 
–Latest CDC data shows that reports of adverse effects after COVID vaccines surpassed 200,000, 
including 943 among 12-17 year olds.
–Alabama Governor Kay Ivey has signed Senate Bill 267 to ban COVID vaccine passports.
–The French National Assembly passed a bill approving the use of a COVID health pass.  
–Israel instituted a COVID “Green Pass” in February.

5/31 War on Normal Jim Schneider Today there’s a war on normal.  Millennia of normal told us (along with God who designed it and 
biology that proves it) that marriage is between a man and a woman.  We’ve created polyamorous 
categories such as ‘
offensive.  
thruples’ as well as those   who deny science by claiming that you can change your gender.

Joining Jim to sort through some of these trends in the war on normal was Robert Knight.  Robert 
is a former Los Angeles Times news editor and writer and was a Media Fellow at the Hoover 
Institution at Stanford University.  He’s a regular weekly columnist for The Washington Times, 
Townhall.com, OneNewsNow.com and others.  Robert has held senior positions in a number of 
pro-family organizations.  He’s an author of several books including The Coming Communist 
Wave: What Happens If the Left Captures All Three Branches of Government and Liberty on the 
Brink: How the Left Plans to Steal Your Vote.

Robert sees the war on normal as a deliberate tidal wave because it’s hitting us everywhere from 
TV, social media, everyday media, to the education establishment.  Christians understand that our 
most fundamental values are under assault and that if it isn’t turned back, we’ll eventually see 
persecution.

To show how crazy this has become, Robert noted how a large consumer product company is 
making a change with regard to their hair care products.  While such products might be 
recommended for a range of hair types from oily to dry to normal, they will no longer use the term, 
‘normal’, because it’s now deemed
Robert contends this is being driven by those who want to sell us the idea that there is no ‘normal’.  
The extension of this is the idea that there’s no objective reality.  Everything is in our heads.  So 
gender has nothing to do with biology and is just a frame of mind.  Your truth isn’t my truth is the 
idea here.  Bible believing Christians realize this is nonsense because they know that the Lord is 
Lord of truth.

For Robert, this is aimed at the idea of biblical truth; that it’s something that’s beyond debate and 
it’s a moral framework that He gave us for our own good.

Jim had Robert break down some of the factors and activities that play into this war.  They 
included:
 How Marxists commandeer language and steer it toward revolutionary goals.
 How Dumbo, Dr. Seuss, Peter Pan, The Swiss Family Robinson and others are now 

abnormal.
 How the border crisis has been relabeled a border ‘challenge’.
 Drag queen story hours for children.
 Curriculum being peddled to schools teaching that homosexuality and transgenderism 

are normal.
There’s much more to hear, including thoughts on this topic from listeners across the nation.

6/1 Canadian Pastor 
Arrested

Jim Schneider / 
Pastor Artur 
Pawlowski

In the U.S. we’ve seen the heavy hand of government in the response to COVID-19.  They 
determined which businesses were essential and which ones were not.  They told us how close we 
could be to others, whether our children could go to school and even if they could play outside 
with neighborhood friends.  People were arrested who defied playground orders.  Others were put 
on a no-fly list for having their mask down too long between bites of food or drinking on an 
airline.  Families were kicked off flights because preschoolers struggled to wear masks.  

Most egregious was the government mandate of church closures.  Most were told that they couldn’t 
meet.  Others were told how many could be inside or if they could sing or not.  Church’s defying 
such orders were met with heavy fines.  

Such activity is not unique to the U.S.  As this Crosstalk showed, the heavy hand of government is 
at work in Canada as well.

Joining Jim to present his testimony was Pastor Artur Pawlowski.  He’s the pastor of Street Church 
in Calgary, Alberta, Canada.

Pastor Pawlowski is not native to Canada.  He grew up in Poland behind the Iron Curtain under the 
“boot” of the Soviet Union.  He’s seen firsthand the atrocities of the communists.  The pastor noted 
that in Poland, they had a constitution but no one followed it.  The courts were corrupt and only 
ruled according to the wishes of the communist party.    He warned American Crosstalk listeners 
that if they think the U.S. Constitution is going to protect them, they’re mistaken.  You’ll begin to 
understand the seriousness of the threat as Pastor Pawlowski describes the numerous twists and 
turns in his story.  

It began in March of last year when he was told he had to stop feeding the poor.  This was in spite 
of the fact that Canada has shut down the mental institutions, which means many of those 
individuals were coming to him for food.  He noted that if these people aren’t fed, they’ll break 



into your car, garage or house.  On the other hand, the government seemed more concerned about 
the pandemic.  Pastor Pawlowski told officials that if these people aren’t fed, they’ll start killing 
others.  

So he disagreed with the orders of the mayor and continued feeding the poor until one day 12 
officers showed up.  One of his parishioners was physically attacked and Pastor Pawlowski was 
told that if he didn’t stop, he’d be arrested and receive a million dollar ticket.   

How could a church that feeds the poor be deemed “non-essential” when Walmart stores and 
abortion clinics were open?  The answer will be revealed when you hear the rest of Pastor 
Pawlowski’s testimony on this edition of Crosstalk.  

6/2 Israel in the Crosshairs Jim Schneider / Chris 
Katulka

Chris Katulka is the assistant director of North American Ministries with Friends of Israel.  Host of 
the radio program, The Friends of Israel Today, he also serves as a speaker, writer, and blogger 
for The Friends of Israel and writes for Israel My Glory magazine.  The Friends of Israel is a 
worldwide Christian ministry communicating biblical truth about Israel and the Messiah, while 
fostering solidarity with the Jewish people.
Conversation began with Chris discussing the position/responsibilities of the president of Israel in 
contrast with the prime minister.  This distinction is important as Israel has elected Isaac Herzog, 
the head of the Labor Party, to replace Reuven Rivlin.
Next up was discussion concerning a coalition that’s been formed to oppose Benjamin Netanyahu 
as Prime Minister.  
Hamas recently launched 4,000 rockets from Gaza on Israel.  Chris noted that as Iran continues to 
supply arms to Hamas, the rockets can travel farther because they are becoming increasingly more 
sophisticated.  He praised God for Israeli ingenuity as they have the “Iron Dome” that protected the 
nation.
So what sparked this latest attack?  Chris believes it was due to the canceled Palestinian election 
brought on by Mahmoud Abbas along with the re-up of American funds going to the Palestinians.
As this program progressed, Jim had Chris comment on the lack of U.N. condemnation over the 
desire of those who wish to see Israel destroyed, the U.N. probe of war crimes against Israel, if it 
can be guaranteed that aid to Gaza won’t replenish the arsenal of Hamas, and much more. 

6/3 LGBTQ+ Tsunami Jim Schneider / Peter 
LaBarbera

America is being hit by a tsunami.  We see the demise of the family and the church through the 
policies and institutions that are coming under the LGBTQ+ agenda.  This tsunami is also hitting 
schools, businesses, libraries, the prison system, media and more.
This broadcast detailed some of the specifics as Peter LaBarbera, founder and president of 
Americans for Truth, joined Jim to bring details concerning the following stories:     
 Lesley Stahl of 60 Minutes did a story about those who come out as transgender, only 

to change their minds and de-transition.  According to Peter, she simply let them tell their 
stories and this enraged homosexual and transgender activists.

 A grade school gym teacher in Virginia expressed his concern about the transgender 
indoctrination of students in the schools.  Two days later he was removed from the 
classroom.

 An excerpt of a LGBT pride parade song (sung by a “drag queen”) from the TV series, 
Blues Clues, celebrates aberrant, un-biblical family models.

 Kellogg’s is sexualizing their cereal boxes with the release of Together with Pride.  
The box tops feature a spot for children to add their own pronouns of choice.  With every 
box sold, the company is donating $3 to GLAAD to support the LGBTQ+ community.

 A 9 year old in 3rd grade brought home a school assignment referring to experimenting 
with gender presentation and gender spectrum.

Jim and Peter presented much more including LGBTQ news from politics, sports, the military and 
the church, while listeners contributed their thoughts as well.

6/4 News Roundup & 
Comment

Dalton Windsor Here’s the list of stories Dalton featured during the first half hour of the broadcast:
–China threatens nuclear war over U.S. calls for probe into the origins of COVID-19.
–The Global Times newspaper, which is controlled by the Communist Party, released an editorial 
article stating that Beijing is preparing for a nuclear war with the U.S.
–A top Russian official warns that President Joe Biden and the U.S. should prepare to be sent 
“uncomfortable” signals from Moscow in the coming days ahead of the scheduled summit between 
the U.S. and Russia.
–Dr. Anthony Fauci allegedly knew about potential evidence of lab origins of COVID-19 as early 
as January 2020.
–The founder of an American non-profit flagged for research on bat coronaviruses in Wuhan, 
China, that could have resulted in the creation of COVID-19, thanked Dr. Anthony Fauci for his 
public dismissal of the lab-leak theory last April. 
–Dr. Fauci said to have kept President Trump in the dark and argued for experiments that can 
create pandemics.
–White House Press Secretary Jen Psaki defended Dr. Anthony Fauci saying he won’t be leaving 
his position despite the recent publication of a trove of his e-mails dismissing and downplaying 
elements of the COVID-19 pandemic.
–New research shows that the coronavirus spike protein from the COVID-19 vaccination 
unexpectedly enters the blood stream.  This is said to be a plausible explanation for thousands of 
reported side effects from blood clots and heart disease to brain damage and reproductive issues.
–Texas hospital employees sue over COVID-19 vaccine mandate.   
–In an effort to incentivise residents to get the COVID-19 vaccine in West Virginia, a lottery 
program has been launched that would give away guns to vaccinated individuals that win the 
drawing. 
–A Florida punk rock show is charging $1,000 for unvaccinated individuals but only $18 for 
vaccinated concert-goers.
–The number of COVID cases in Delhi crash after mass distribution of Ivermectin.
Dalton finished up taking calls from listeners nationwide!

6/7 Deep State Globalism Jim Schneider / Alex Over several years we’ve witnessed the workings of what’s known as the Deep State.  This is a 
shadow government that is said to manipulate and shape the policies of our visible government 



Newman without regard to the best interests of the laws or the Constitution of our nation.
How long has this effort been in place?  Is it at work only in the United States?
Alex Newman provided answers to these and other questions.  Alex is an award-winning 
international freelance journalist, author, researcher, educator and consultant.  He’s a foreign 
correspondent and regular contributor for The New American and contributes columns to other 
publications as well.  Alex has authored or co-authored several books such as Crimes of the 
Educators and Deep State: The Invisible Government Behind the Scenes and The Deep State: 
Pulling Strings from Behind the Scenes.
Alex informed listeners that depending upon how you define the term, Deep State, you can actually 
trace these kind of anti-Christ schemes all the way back to the beginning of America.  He described 
how conspirators were infiltrating Masonic lodges in Europe at the time of George Washington and 
were responsible for the French Revolution.  From there he moved on to mention ‘above ground’ 
organizations such as the Council on Foreign Relations, the Trilateral Commission, and the 
Bilderberg Group, as well as secretive organizations including the Skull and Bones Society and the 
Bohemian Grove.
As this Crosstalk moved along, Alex brought listeners more including:

 Why did the Deep State hate Donald Trump?
 Is the Deep State no longer needed now that Biden and Harris are in office?
 What concrete examples prove that the existence of the Deep State is worldwide?
 What future plans does Alex believe the Deep State has for the United States?
 What is the possible ‘next step’ we’ll see from the Deep State?

6/8 Number of Mosques 
Surge in U.S.

Jim Schneider / 
Usama Dakodok

Jim began by reporting news from the Middle East Media Research Institute.  They reported 
concerning a Jerusalem Imam, Yousef Makharzah, who said that the Muslims will shatter the 
heads of the U.S. and the infidels and conquer Rome.
In addition, the Council on American-Islamic Relations (CAIR), is reveling in a U.S. mosque 
survey.  The survey indicates that since 2010 there has been a 31% increase in the number of 
mosques in the U.S. 
Joining Jim to comment on these and related issues was Usama Dakdok.  Usama is the founder of 
the Straight Way of Grace Ministry.  He is the speaker on the daily radio broadcast, Revealing the 
Truth About Islam.  He speaks fluent Arabic and has translated the Qur’an into English.  He’s the 
author of Exposing the Truth about the Qur’an and Exposing the Truth About Jihad.
According to Usama, a mosque is a place where Muslims gather.  He explained from Islamic 
history, specifically dealing with Mohamed, how these places were tied to prayer before jihad was 
to be performed in the form of an invasion of a city village or nation.  They are where Muslims 
shout “Allahu Akbar!” for the call of prayer.
In addition to the increase of over 600 new mosques in the U.S. in ten years, the number of 
Muslims participating at each location for the Friday prayers has increased from 353 to 410.  
Who’s to blame?  He began with George W. Bush who, after 9-11, told America that Islam is 
about love and peace and therefore Muslims are loving, peaceful people.  Then he pointed to 
Christians who are commanded in the Great Commission to share the Gospel but instead are living 
in the sin of silence rather than exposing the false teachings of Islam.     
In the end, this increase in mosques and adherents to Islam is disturbing because  the Islamic faith 
itself prevents Muslims from assimilating into American culture. So while you may hear the 
phrase, Muslim/American, it’s an oxymoron.  Find out specifically why, hear audio from Linda 
Sarsour that proves the point, learn why Muslims shouldn’t be allowed in the military, what you 
can do, and much more on this critical edition of Crosstalk.

6/9 The Covid Shot, Fauci 
Emails & Information 

Block

Jim Schneider / Twila 
Brase

There seems to be no end to the lengths government will go to entice people to get the COVID-19  
“jab” in exchange for a moment of pleasure.  
For example, there’ve been professional sports teams offering free tickets, while some 
establishments have offered free alcoholic beverages or free donuts.  In some states you’re entered 
into a lottery.  In the state of Washington they’re offering the “Joint for Jabs” promotion.  The 
state’s liquor and cannabis board will provide a marijuana joint to each adult that receives the shot 
in an effort to increase statewide compliance.
Joining Jim for discussion concerning the COVID shots and related issues was Twila Brase.  Twila 
is the president and co-founder of Citizens’ Council for Health Freedom. Twila is a registered 
nurse, a certified public health nurse, and author of Big Brother in the Exam Room: The Dangerous 
Truth About Electronic Health Records.  She’s the speaker on the daily Health Freedom 
Minute heard on stations across the nation.
The Fauci e-mails have been making the news lately, but how did these surface?  According to 
Twila, they surfaced because BuzzFeed did a freedom of information act request.  What’s out there 
contains information dealing with things such as gain-of-function research, masks and immunity.
The information on masks alone is interesting as Twila detailed a conversation where Dr. Fauci 
admitted masks are not for uninfected people and that the drug store style masks are ineffective.  
So Twila believes this shows how Dr. Fauci has flip-flopped on the mask issue.
Jim then quoted from a Stanford epidemiologist named Jay Bhattacharya who said that in the early 
days of the epidemic, Dr. Fauci was sensible, but that something happened in late February where 
Fauci flipped, and it wasn’t about the changing of the science.
Twila responded by noting an e-mail Fauci received on January 31st from a scientist from Scripps 
Institute.  The scientist noted that from looking at the virus, there’s a part that potentially looked 
engineered.  The next day there were e-mails that make it appear that Fauci’s department is 
scrambling and there’s a reference to gain-of-function (to make a virus more virulent) as well.  So 
Twila wonders if this is the point where Fauci and his department knew the path of the 
conversation had to be moved away from any possibility that the U.S. could have been part of 
developing COVID-19.
There’s much more to unpack from this program as Twila commented on the following:

 Did COVID really originate in a Wuhan lab and what can be said that leads to that 
possibility? 

 What are “breakthrough” cases and what are the statistics related to those getting the 
shot?

 Why did the “Selected Adverse Events” category from the CDC disappear at the end of 



May?
These and other COVID-19 related points were covered, while listeners from around the world 
added their input as well.

6/10 Miraculousd 
Milestones in Science, 
Medicine & Innovation

Jim Schneider / 
William Federer

There are those who espouse the error that one cannot hold to sound science and have belief in 
God.  In other words, you can’t be a scientist and a Christian.  As Christians we must 
consider Psalm 19:1 – “The heavens declare the glory of God; and the firmament showeth his 
handiwork.” There’s also Psalm 97:6 – “The heavens declare his righteousness, and all the people 
see his glory.”  
Unfortunately, this idea that you can’t be a scientist and a Christian is dominating colleges and 
universities across the nation.  That brings up Psalm 11:3: “If the foundations be destroyed, what 
can the righteous do?”  
Sadly, the secular left has been shooting at the foundations for many years, but the truth is getting 
out.  One individual who’s at the forefront of the effort with a powerful new book is William 
Federer.  William is a historian, best-selling author, and president of Amerisearch, Inc.  He’s 
authored numerous books including, America’s God and Country Encyclopedia of 
Quotations, Socialism: The Real History From Plato to the Present and Who is the King in 
America: An Overview of 6,000 years of History and Why America is Unique.  He joined Jim to 
discuss, Miraculous Milestones in Science, Medicine, & Innovation and the Faith of Those Who 
Achieved Them.
When you think of the scientific revolution, what names come to mind?  If you’re thinking of 
individuals such as Isaac Newton, Nicolaus Copernicus, Galileo and Johannes Kepler, you’d be 
right.  However, are you aware that Newton wrote more on the Bible and Bible prophecies than he 
wrote on science?
Can you imagine life without the printed page?  William communicated the details beginning with 
the writing of Egypt which was only for kings and scribes, and a mention of China’s writing which 
was only for court records.  He segued to Moses and the Law, printed in a 22 character alphabet, 
making Israel the first nation where everyone could read.  This is why they were called, “The 
people of the Book”.
How did we get from papyrus to paper?  What was the first book of significance ever printed?  
How did we get our calendar?  What Black entrepreneurs made a significant impact?  What place 
did Christianity have in the creation of hospitals?  Get the facts on these and other innovation 
benchmarks when you review this fascinating edition of Crosstalk.

6/11 News Roundup & 
Comment

Jim Schneider Here’s a sample of what Jim presented to listeners on this News Round-Up & Comment broadcast:
–Concerning the “For the People Act” (HR-1), West Virginia Senator Joe Manchin says he will not 
vote for a bill that delivers a partisan advantage in elections.
–A unanimous Supreme Court Ruling Monday indicates that thousands of immigrants living in the 
U.S. due to humanitarian reasons are ineligible to apply to become permanent residents if they 
entered the country illegally.
–Democrats and much of the media are pushing to make permanent the pandemic-driven measures 
to relax voting rules during the 2020 elections.
–Vice President Kamala Harris claims that the current crisis on the U.S./Mexico border is largely 
the result of climate change and the economy.
–V.P. Harris slammed by AOC for telling Guatemalans not to come to the U.S. border.
–The number of migrants coming to the U.S./Mexico border reached a record high in May, but the 
number of unaccompanied children and families continues to go down.
–Texas Governor Greg Abbott is directing his state to immediately begin building border barriers 
in areas where migrants have been pouring over the U.S./Mexican border.
–Republicans are sweeping mayoral elections in Texas.
–The U.S. Senate has confirmed its first Muslim federal district court judge.
–St. Mark United Methodist Church has a message board that quotes the Qur’an.
–AOC gave a speech in which she provided the answer to crime.  She believes we need to stop 
building jails.
–President Biden is attempting to open an official consulate for the Palestinian Authority in Israel’s 
capital.
–House Democrats released a statement condemning Representative Ilhan Omar for comparing the 
U.S. and Israel to an Islamic terrorist organization.  
–Sunday, Israel’s parliament will be voting on the formation of a government  that could and 
would end Benjamin Netanyahu’s 12 year rule as Prime Minister.
–The Biden administration is warning Venezuela and Cuba to turn away Iranian ships believed to 
be carrying arms to Caracas, vowing to take appropriate measures to deter the threat to America 
and its allies in the West.

6/14/21 U.S. Flag Under Attack Jim Schneider / 
Debbie Wuthnow

This day was designated as Flag Day in 1916 by President Woodrow Wilson.  He urged the 
observation of this day to express our love of America and our understanding of this great mission 
of liberty and justice.
Unfortunately today the flag is under attack.  It is scorned, burned and trampled upon.  Others 
create flags to try to compete with it such as homosexual “pride” flags and the Black Lives Matter 
flag.  Also under attack is the freedom that the stars and stripes represent.
Joining Jim to discuss this issue was Debbie Wuthnow.  Debbie is the president of iVoterGuide 
and iVoterGuide.com  She spent many years as a stay-at-home mom while organizing events for 
her church and community.
What kind of message does Debbie think is being portrayed by actions such as the one taken by 
Wisconsin to fly the homosexual “pride” flag above the state capitol?  One message for Debbie in 
regard to this is that elections matter.  The individuals making such decisions were elected and 
these decisions wouldn’t be made if we were voting for people who shared our biblical values. 
How did we get to this point where some are disrespecting our flag and the principles for which it 
stands?  During the past several decades, the enemies of freedom, for every little gain they make, 
strive for more.  On the other hand, Debbie feels that Christians are staying in their churches and 
homes and not being as aware of what’s going on, yet they have opened their eyes and are seeing 
that we’re losing our nation.  So overall it’s because we’ve disengaged, while the other side, which 
is a small minority, has been very vocal and has been successful in canceling those who have a 
traditional voice.
As this broadcast progressed, Jim had Debbie address the following:

 What do we make of the fact that the attack is from within our nation?  
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 Why is it necessary for listeners to realize that elections have consequences?
 How does she view the times in which we are living and how critical are the 

upcoming elections?
 What does Debbie recommend to those who are frustrated with the corruption and 

want to simply check-out?
There’s much more to take in, and listeners presented their questions as well, on this edition of 
Crosstalk.

6/15 Last Days Apostasy Jim Schneider / T. A. 
McMahon

The Apostle John gave a warning in 1 John 4:1: “Beloved, believe not every spirit, but try the 
spirits whether they are of God: because many false prophets are gone out into the world.”
Other verses could be cited as well, but the warning is clear to cling to sound, biblical doctrine and 
to be alert to those who will corrupt it.  Some do it in the open while others use deceit.
This Crosstalk comes as a warning regarding apostasy and those who seek to lure through having 
granules of truth for the purpose of taking people captive.  The result is that sadly, some pulpits 
today are putting forth a message that communicates, “Yea, hath God said?”  Instead they should 
be proclaiming, “Thus saith the Lord.”   
It’s about deception and joining Jim to discuss this critical topic was T.A. McMahon.  T.A. is 
president and executive director of The Berean Call ministry.  He is also editor-in-chief and 
contributing writer for the Berean Call newsletter.  He’s co-author of The Seduction of 
Christianity and America: The Sorcerer’s New Apprentice.  He is author of Showtime for the 
Sheep? and Temporal Delusion.  He has also researched and written numerous documentaries.
When did apostasy begin?  T.A. believes it began in heaven (Isaiah 14:14).  Satan wanted to be 
like the Most High and he brings that apostasy to the earth (Genesis 3:4-6).
Some may ask, “How do we know apostasy to even identify it?  After all, there are so many 
churches!”  The Bible itself answers that, telling us we need to be Bereans.
What exactly does that mean for your relationship with Christ?  Find out as Jim has T.A. look at 
the following:

 Rampant apostasy in the evangelical church today through efforts such as having 
people focus on experiences.
 The push for interfaith dialogue.
 The seeker-sensitive growth movement.
 How is the meditation of our day different from meditation on the Word of God?
 Does T.A. believe we’re approaching a time when there will be a total rejection of 

biblical Christianity?
 What is the antidote to this last-days apostasy?

Input from callers throughout the nation round out this informative program
6/16 2nd Amendment 

Targeted
Jim Schneider / 

Michael Hamond
There’s a groundswell of attacks taking place across America.  There are attacks against the 
freedom of speech, the free exercise of religion, attacks on morality, on women’s sports, privacy, 
and the list goes on.  
This broadcast looked at the attack on the 2nd Amendment, a short amendment that has great 
meaning:  
“A well regulated Militia, being necessary to the security of a free State, the right of the people to 
keep and bear Arms, shall not be infringed.”
This is part of the Bill of Rights, adopted 231 years ago yesterday, June 15th of 1790.
Joining Jim with more on this attack was Michael Hammond.  Michael is legislative counsel for 
Gun Owners of America.
The program began with conversation concerning the meeting between President Joe Biden and 
Russia’s Vladimir Putin, moving from there to the main topic concerning attacks on the 
2nd Amendment.  The good news on the 2nd Amendment front is that through the efforts of Gun 
Owners of America and Christians to preserve the filibuster, so far this has kept most of what 
President Biden wants to do from ever happening.
The remainder of this broadcast covered numerous points related to 2nd Amendment attacks 
including:

 A new rule being proposed by the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms (ATF) 
that is targeting homemade firearms.

 The pistol brace—A piece of plastic and foam rubber used to stabilize a hand gun 
allowing the user to fire more accurately.

 Another Department of Justice move would allow an individual to go to a judge based 
upon how they feel or think and have guns removed from a targeted individual (red flag law).  
This would not require a crime to have been committed and no requirement that a threat of 
harm was communicated.

 Gun Owners of America and their class action lawsuit against the City of Philadelphia.

 In San Jose, California, the mayor has been calling on the city council to impose new 
annual fees and mandatory insurance requirements on legal gun owners.

Hear the rest, as well as how callers responded, when you review this edition of Crosstalk.
6/17 Father’s Day Tribute - 

2021
Dalton Windsor / 

Michael Hammond
This coming Sunday is Father’s Day and many of you will be reaching out to dad by phone, text, 
Facetime, by card or even in person.  
Of course for some, all that’s left are the memories.  
In either case, this edition of Crosstalk gave listeners the opportunity to honor their fathers and 
share with others the characteristics that make them so special or for the legacy they’ve left 
behind.  This would include a legacy of faith, love, family, hard work, love of country, and others.
So join Dalton as he helped America honor its fathers on this special edition of Crosstalk!  

6/18 News Roundup & 
Comment

Jim Schneider From COVID-19 to an arrested pastor in Canada to Obamacare, Jim had plenty to report on for this 
week’s news round-up & comment edition of Crosstalk.  Stories included:
–A study by the Cleveland Clinic indicates that there’s no need to vaccinate people who have been 
infected with the virus that causes COVID-19.
–Dr. Robert Malone, the inventor of the MRNA vaccines, tweeted out an interesting message 
concerning Ivermectin vs. the possible safety issues surrounding the current COVID vaccines. 
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–Dr. Pierre Kory, the chief medical officer of the Front-Line COVID-19 Critical Care Alliance, has 
called the U.S. government’s decision to grant 1.2 billion dollars to develop a drug to combat 
COVID-19 a, “…colossal waste of taxpayer money for a drug we don’t need, especially since 
Ivermectin works so well.”
–A group of parents in Gainesville, Florida, sent their children’s face masks to a lab at the 
University of Florida requesting an analysis of contaminants found on the masks after being worn.  
Numerous things were found ranging from bacteria, parasites and fungi and even pathogenic and 
pneumonia causing bacteria.  Only one virus was found on one mask.
–A federal judge in Texas dismissed a lawsuit by 117 hospital employees seeking to block their 
employer’s COVID-19 mandate, but their attorney plans on taking the case to the Supreme Court.
–The Arizona governor signed an executive order Tuesday prohibiting universities in his state from 
requiring students to vaccinate themselves against COVID or wear masks while on campus.
–According to the Centers for Disease Control, as of June 14, the adverse effects reporting system 
received 511 reports of myocarditis and paricarditis among people ages 30 and younger who’ve 
received COVID-19 vaccines.  
–A U.S. government compensation program that would provide payouts to people who have been 
injured or lost loved ones from experimental COVID-19 vaccines include a board with an 
unknown number of anonymous members who’ve not awarded a penny to a single victim among 
hundreds of applicants to date.
–A “cottage industry” is growing for fake COVID-19 vaccination cards.
–Italy suspended the AstraZeneca vaccine for those younger than 60.
–A pastor arrested after holding an outdoor underground church service in Canada.
–The Supreme Court cited unanimously with a Catholic foster agency in a dispute against the city 
of Philadelphia over whether it should be banned from participating in the city’s foster program 
because it excludes same-sex couples.
–The Supreme Court upholds Obamacare law dismissing challenge from red states. 
–The CDC has seen a 51% increase in suicide attempts by adolescent girls during the pandemic.
–Texas Governor Greg Abbott signed a law Tuesday banning the government from closing places 
of worship in his state.
–V.P. Kamala Harris became the first sitting V.P. in the U.S. to attend an LGBT pride parade.

6/21 Aftershocks Jim Schneider/ Jeff 
Kinley

Living in this era of pandemics, economic chaos, natural disasters and political strife, you may be 
tempted to question whether God is in control.  Yet when you look in the Bible, you’ll find that the 
events we see taking place are actually signaling that His promises will soon be fulfilled.
Joining Jim to look at this topic was Jeff Kinley.  Jeff is a graduate of Dallas Theological Seminary 
and has previously served as a pastor.  He has a passion for sharing biblical truth.  He is the author 
of over 30 books including, Wake the Bride,  As it Was in the Days of Noah and many others.  He’s 
with us today discussing his newest book, Aftershocks: Christians Entering a New Era of Global 
Crisis where he discussed God’s prophetic plan for the ages and your part in it.
When Jeff speaks of the term “aftershocks”, he’s talking about those events that have happened on 
planet earth that have really shaken everyone.  
He sees the current period of time as one of chaos and great confusion.  People are asking whether 
this is going to change and if we’re ever going back to normal.    What does this mean for your 
family, your education, your career, your country and the world?  There are ripple effects that he 
believes touch every area of that so the book talks about how your life could potentially be affected 
and how the Bible says the world will eventually change in this fashion.
Jeff covered a lot of territory as he dealt with the following:

 How even the scoffers and their scoffing are a marker of Christ’s return.

 How is our present age different from past ages as it pertains to Christ’s return?

 How does he view the push to set aside capitalism for a socialistic, new world 
order?

 What are the latest developments concerning the rebuilding of Babylon?

 How does the COVID pandemic play into all of this?
These are just the highlights from the first quarter hour.  Hear the rest, and find out what listeners 
had to say, when you review this edition of Crosstalk.

6/22 Feds threaten Election 
Takeover

Jim Schneider / Mat 
Staver As this broadcast was taking place, the U.S. Senate was going over the agenda for the day.  Part of 

that involves the so-called “For the People Act” (H.R.1/S.2093) which is allegedly designed to 
expand access to the ballot box for voters and reduce the influence of big money.  Mat indicated 
that the vote on this act will take place sometime today, possibly this evening.
Last Thursday, Senator Chuck Schumer invoked the cloture rule, setting up a period of time where 
they vote when to end debate.  However, in order to end the debate, they have to have 60 votes to 
overcome the filibuster.  Mat predicted they won’t get those 60 votes.
If Mat’s prediction comes true, things will intensify.  This means increasing pressure will be placed 
upon all Democrat senators, especially Joe Manchin who has a list of compromises that he’d 
support.  Mat doesn’t see these as true compromises.  They come from the John Lewis Voting 
Rights Act that failed in 2020.  The essence of that act would require “preclearance” for the state 
elections.  This means that the federal government would have a veto over the election laws and 
procedures of every state, at least with regard to the federal elections.      
What does this mean?  Here’s the example that Mat provided:
Imagine if Georgia wanted to pass a law that requires voter I.D.  In order for something like this to 
be implemented, they’d have to get permission from the federal government through the 
Department of Justice.  Under the Biden administration, that Department of Justice would say that 
they can’t have voter I.D. because that intimidates voters.  Recounts and audits would generate the 
same response.
So if H.R.1 passes, voter I.D. laws will basically become null and void under the current 
administration.
This is the basis of a broadcast that presents other

6/23 The Equality Act is Jim Schneider / Dr The so-called Equality Act is a top priority item in the Biden Administration.  In the House it is 
H.R.5 and passed February 25th on a vote of 224-206.  All 221 Democrats voted in favor of the 



Thinkly Veiled 
Inequality

Erwin Lutzer legislation, none voted against it.  As to Republicans, 206 voted in opposition. 3 voted in favor; 
that’s Congressmen Fitzpatrick, Katko & Reed. So HR 5 has been sent to the Senate. 
Incidentally the Senate on February 23rd introduced their own bill by the same name, ‘Equality 
Act’ (S.393).  So whether the Senate takes up H.R. 5 from the House or S393, the devastating 
consequences remain the same.  
Indeed, the church and Christianity are in the cross-hairs of this legislation.  In addition to the 
church being impacted, this legislation will also impact every business across the nation.  Girls 
sports as we know them will be obliterated. Privacy will be breached.  Also, shelters for battered 
women, whose residents have been abused by men, will now be required to house men who 
identify as women.  The consequences don’t end there, but will have only just begun.
Joining Jim to discuss this issue was Dr. Erwin Lutzer.  Dr. Lutzer is the Pastor Emeritus of The 
Moody Church where he served as the senior pastor for 36 years.  He’s the speaker on radio 
programs such as Running to Win and Songs in the Night.  He’s the author of numerous books 
including the recently released, We Will Not be Silenced.
Some Christians will look at a verse such as Galatians 3:28, which communicates that we are all 
one in Christ Jesus, and proclaim that the verse promotes equality.  So as Jim asked, ‘How could 
you possibly be opposed to equality Dr. Lutzer?’
Dr. Lutzer responded by noting that there probably isn’t a word in our culture that’s as misused as 
the word ‘equality’.  While all are created equal in terms of value, not all actions are equal.  So you 
can’t take the word ‘equality’ like an elastic band and stretch it to make it whatever you want it to 
be.
In the end, Dr. Lutzer sees the so-called ‘Equality Act’ as the greatest threat to the Christian faith 
and America and a recipe toward greater inequality. 
Will this legislation impact the Religious Freedom Restoration Act?  Is there a tie-in to Marxism?  
The answer on both counts is ‘yes’.  Find out how and why when you review this important edition 
of Crosstalk.  

6/24 “Transing” the Public 
Schools

Jim Schneider / 
Laurie Higgins

An incremental, systematic approach has been underway in the educational system for many years 
and its fruit is abounding.  20 years ago, many were shocked when VCY America learned that the 
Milwaukee, WI, public schools had a gay and lesbian advisory committee that met monthly.  
VCY America obtained an extensive manual filled with information on how to incorporate the gay-
lesbian and bisexual agenda into the schools.  At that time they were speaking of homophobia and 
heterosexual privilege.  There was information on how to reduce homophobic bigotry by having 
role models such as openly homosexual teachers, coaches and administrators.  They also spoke of 
bringing in homosexual guest speakers and establishing gay-straight alliances to reassess the 
curriculum to incorporate gay and lesbian issues throughout, and not just in classes like health 
education, but in traditional disciplines as well.  One example is the use of same-sex couples in 
math story problems.
Based upon the success of change agents, the same kind of indoctrination is underway to promote 
the transgender agenda as well.  The guest on this edition of Crosstalk calls it, the “transing” of 
public schools.   
With more on this subject, Jim welcomed Laurie Higgins.  Laurie is a cultural affairs writer with 
the Illinois Family Institute.
How did we get to this point?  Laurie believes the reasons are many.  One of them is the increasing 
cowardice of Christians and conservatives.  She indicated that it’s incremental steps that lead to 
cultural change.  Such change doesn’t happen dramatically in a singular moment.  We either ignore 
or dismiss these small steps because it’s easier.  The solution involves people getting active in the 
schools or pulling our children out.  
According to Laurie, the toxic ideas are too pervasive in our school systems and they’re 
bureaucratized at every level.  That includes those institutions involved with public schools and not 
just the schools themselves.
Conversation then moved to Illinois Governor J.B. Pritzker who appointed a task force whose 
members were all on the “left”.  Their purpose was to come up with recommendations to “trans” 
the schools under the guise of “safety”.  What they really mean is they want to affirm a set of 
assumptions about the nature and morality of cross-sex identification.
Laurie warned listeners that this is coming to every state unless people take a stand against it.
As the conversation continued, she communicated the following:

 Some of the recommendations of the Illinois task force.
 Laurie’s response to the idea that we should make a distinction between sex and 

gender.
 Is there a difference between someone identifying as an animal as opposed to 

someone identifying as the opposite sex?
This is the information covered just in the first quarter hour.  There’s much more to learn from 
Laurie, and from listeners as well, when you review this critical broadcast.

6/25 News Roundup & 
Comment

Jim Schneider Jim had details on the following stories and much more on this week’s “Round-Up” broadcast:  
–Almost 160 people are unaccounted for after a 12 story beach-front condo north of Miami 
collapsed killing at least 4.
–Senate Republicans blocked the Democrats massive election overhaul Tuesday   with a filibuster.
–The Justice Department files a lawsuit against the state of Georgia to overturn the state-passed 
voting laws.
–Vice President Kamala Harris arrived in Texas this morning and snapped at a reporter who asked 
why it took her so long to come to the border.
–The border patrol chief who supported Donald Trump is forced out.
–As of broadcast time, the public was about to hear news concerning the sentencing of Derek 
Chauvin.  Chauvin is the former Minneapolis police officer who was convicted in the death of 
George Floyd.
–President Biden announced a bi-partisan agreement on a 953 billion dollar  infrastructure plan.
–The White House conceded that the U.S. will not reach President Biden’s goal of getting 70% of 
American adults to receive at least one COVID-19 shot by the 4th of July.
–The Chinese foreign ministry argues that the Wuhan Institute of Virology   deserves to win the 
Nobel Prize for Medicine.
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–When she was secretary of state, Hillary Clinton warned in a cable to French officials, that 
research at the Wuhan Institute of Virology could lead to a biological weapons proliferation 
concern.
–The World Health Organization is predicting that vulnerable people will need yearly COVID-19 
vaccine boosters and the everyday population will need shots every two years.  The predictions 
clash with comments made during a CDC meeting Wednesday in which the CDC said there was no 
evidence yet to back up the need for annual boosters.
–ESPN has informed its employees that they must be fully vaccinated to work assignments outside 
network headquarters.
–Buffalo Bills receiver takes a strong stand against the NFL and the players association over the 
league’s COVID-19 protocols. 
–Morgan Stanley announced it would not allow unvaccinated employees or clients into its office 
buildings.
–Students returning to Rhodes College campus, who’ve not received the COVID-19 vaccine, will 
be charged a $1,500 fee per semester.

6/28 Counting the Cost: The 
Day of the Christian 

Martyr

Jim Schneider / Todd 
Nettleton

In Hebrews 11 you’ll find listed a great hall of faith.  There are names like Abel, Enoch, Noah, 
Abraham, Rahab and others.  However, often neglected are those who were martyred for their 
faith.
The concept of martyrdom is a foreign concept to those of us who live in prosperous America, yet 
even today there are those around the world who are laying their lives down for the cause of Christ.
The day of the Christian martyr is June 29th and joining Jim to discuss it was Todd Nettleton.  
Todd is the Chief of Media Relations and Message Integration for Voice of the Martyrs.  He’s host 
of The Voice of the Martyrs Radio and author of, When Faith is Forbidden: 40 Days on the 
Frontlines with Persecuted Christians.
We have the International Day of Prayer for Persecuted Christians in November.  This is the day to 
pray for Christians who are still facing persecution.  But what if there was a day where Christians 
looked at the examples of those who paid the ultimate price and lost their earthly lives for the sake 
of Christ and advancing his kingdom?  This is how the Day of the Christian Martyr came to be.  
June 29th was chosen because according to church history, this is traditionally the day that’s 
recognized when the execution of Paul is said to have happened outside the city of Rome.
Sometimes people falsely believe that since they’re a child of God, God is obligated to keep them 
from harm.  Todd noted that the book of Acts exposes that narrative as false.  He also pointed out 
how Jesus explained that the world hates him and if you follow him, the world will hate you too.  
So the idea that following Christ will make us popular or safe is contradictory to what Christ 
promised.  However, Christ does tell us not to worry about that because he has overcome the 
world.
As this program moved along, Jim had Todd fill listeners in on the following:

 The story Rocio Pino who was shot on her doorstep by Marxist Guerrillas. 
 The new president in Iran.  What will he mean for human rights and why is 

Christianity growing there?
 An Iranian police chief gives out copies of the New Testament!
 News concerning Mozambique, Pakistan, China and more.

Input from listeners rounds out the broadcast.
6/29 Adverse Reactions to 

COVID Shot Press 
Conference

Jim Schneider
Yesterday, Wisconsin Senator Ron Johnson held a press 
conference inviting several members of the public to present 
their first-hand accounts concerning their adverse reactions to 
the COVID-19 shots.  Speakers included Cheryl Ruettgers, 
Candace Hagen and Kristi Dobbs.  Others included Stephanie 
de Garay, whose 13 year old daughter volunteered for the 
Pfizer trial, and Brianne Dressen, a preschool teacher.
These individuals are pro-vaccine and pro-science.  So why 
are such individuals being ignored by the mainstream press 
and social media?  The stories are emotional while the 
statistics presented by Senator Johnson create a statement of 
their own.
Find out more, and hear what listeners had to say, when you 
review this edition of Crosstalk. 

6/30 New Atlantic Charter & 
Globalist World Order

Jim Schneider / Alex 
Newman

The push for a globalist order has been going on for a long time.  However, it was a shock to many 
when on September 11, 1990, President George Herbert Walker Bush gave a speech before a joint 
session of Congress touting just such an order.  
Systematically over time, this kind of world order has been taking place.  For example, George W. 
Bush pushed for a North American union which fell apart after being exposed.  Eventually Donald 
Trump came along and was a roadblock to this effort.  However, with him out of office, the quest 
continues.
The latest step toward that end occurred on June 10th of this year when President Joe Biden and 
Boris Johnson, Prime Minister of the U.K., agreed to a document called, The New Atlantic 
Charter.
Joining Jim for discussion on this matter was Alex Newman.  Alex is an award-winning 
international freelance journalist, author, researcher, educator and consultant.  He is a foreign 
correspondent and regular contributor for The New American and contributes to other publications 
as well. Alex has authored or co-authored several books such as Crimes of the Educators and Deep 
State: The Invisible Government Behind the Scenes.  He’s the founder of Liberty Sentinel.



According to Alex, there’s an agenda to bring the U.S. and Europe together under a Trans-Atlantic 
union.  This idea goes back to at least the 1940’s but there was a large obstacle in the way.  The 
nations of Europe didn’t want to participate for fear of not having a voice in that kind of entity.  
So it was the policy of our State Department, and those who created the Marshall Plan, to try and 
bring Europe under one regional government which today is known as the European Union.  Key 
people at the State Department testify that the reason for this was to serve as a precursor to an 
eventual merger of the E.U. with the U.S.  Alex believes this new Atlantic charter breathes new life 
into the idea.
Is this agreement constitutional?  What are the military implications?  What does the charter mean 
by “global good”?  How does this charter treat the idea of national sovereignty?  These are just a 
handful of questions that are answered on this edition of Crosstalk.

K. Other Programs

 Issues covered during this quarter:

Date/Time Issue Speaker/s Program                       Description
None to report

III. Public Service Announcements
(  )

ACR / SBI / ASBD 04/19/21 – 10:03
Ad Council 06/18/21 – 09:04
American Health Assistance Foundation 05/17/21 – 10:04
American Lung Association 05/06/21 – 12:04
American Stroke Association 04/05/21 – 10:04

05/07/21 – 09:04
06/23/21 – 08:04

Autism Speaks 04/14/21 – 08:04
06/07/21 – 10:04

Blood Pressure Control 05/10/21 – 10:04
CDC 05/12/21 – 08:04

05/13/21 – 12:04
05/14/21 – 09:04

Choose to Save.org 04/01/21 – 12:04
04/02/21 – 09:03
06/21/21 – 10:04
06/22/21 – 13:04

CTIA 04/12/21 – 10:04
04/13/21 – 13:04

Department of Homeland Security 06/14/21 – 11:04
EPA 05/31/21 – 10:45
FDA 06/15/21 – 13:04
First Spin 06/1/21 – 08:04
National Credit Union Administration 05/03/21 – 10:04
National Crime Prevention Society 05/18/21 – 13:03

05/24/21 – 10:04
05/25/21 – 13:04
05/26/21 – 08:04

National Foundation of Credit Counseling 04/22/21 – 12:03
04/27/21 – 13:04
05/05/21 – 08:04
05/11/21 – 13:04
060/9/21 – 08:04



National Multiple Sclerosis Society 04/08/21 – 12:04
06/28/21 – 10:04

National Pest Management Association 06/04/21 – 09:04
National Safely Council 04/16/21 – 09:04
NHSTA 05/27/21 – 12:04
Partnership for Healthy Mouths & healthy 
Lives

04/07/21 – 08:04
06/25/21 – 09:04

Selective Service System 04/20/21 – 13:04
04/21/21 – 08:04
04/23/21 – 09:04
04/26/21 – 10:04
04/28/21 – 08:04
05/20/21 – 12:04

Target Lyme 06/03/21 – 12:04
U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission 06/10/21 – 12:04
USDA 04/15/21 – 12:04
U.S. Department of Health and Human Service 04/06/21 – 13:04

06/24/21 – 12:04
06/01/21 – 13:04
06/02/21 – 08:04

U.S. Department of Labor 05/28/21 – 09:04
U. S. Department of Veterans Affairs 04/30/21 – 09:04
U.S. Forest Service 05/19/21 – 08:04

05/21/21 – 10:04
U.S. Marine Corps 04/09/21 – 09:04
Vision Council of America 06/08/21 – 13:04

06/11/21 – 09:04
Wounded Warrior Project 04/29/21 – 12:04

05/04/21 – 13:04


